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Abstract 
 

 

Current practices includes the integration of IDMS system and OpenStack for easy, better, balanced  

provisioning, identity management and user management for different types of users in order to 

securely access the service on cloud platform. These solutions will provide the basic building block 

structure which provides the motivation to enterprises to come in, out, around the cloud services. 

Based the research artifacts, design challenges and some current constraints, we have built the 

secure IDMS for cloud environment under architecture of “CryptoNET™ Security Providers”. 

Secure IDMS is designed by considering the SCIM schema and OpenStack cloud platform to offer 

better user management, secure authentication, enhanced security components, secure 

communication, controlled attributes and synchronized data in order to provide secure services to 

users in cloud environment. Security model is based on type of users identity in OpenStack, based 

on roles. This enables to control and provide different types of user needs as Software as a Services 

(SaaS), better web application interaction including better provisioning/deprovisioing, secure 

identity information storage and better access control “role based-RBAC” as Platform as a Services 

(PaaS). Secure IDMS, provides more solutions for problems that cover the Identity and Access 

Management (IAM) rather than Managed Identity Services (MIS). Based on cloud IAM challenges 

and requirements for financial institutions, our design artifact was also evaluated. We considered 

central identity management approach based on security policy implementation. This research will 

brings the reader to understand secure IDMS platform with basic real world implementation and 

motivates the reader to study more cloud challenges, security enhancements and future guidelines 

for additional research in this area. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

“This chapter describes in terms of, what motivates you to perform research and development, what 

problem we have, what strategy / methodology needs to deal with” 

 

1.1 Motives and Goals 

Cloud computing is the concept where computing entities are electronically connected even though 

they are globally separated. Geographical distribution of entities brings many issues and challenges 

in cloud computing environment, i.e. its applications, communication and network level or 

specifically as virtualization, distributed computing, identity management, access control and 

authentication. As per IDC, importance of cloud security issues is 87.5% in 2010 comparing to 

74.6% in 2008, which increased by 12.9 % in just two years (IDC, 2010). Enterprises/ corporate 

world is moving towards providing services to customers rather to focusing on security issues 

which is exponentially increasing rather than decreasing. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Cloud Computing 2010 An IDC Enterprise Update (IDC, 2010) 
 

If we look at last year activities many attacks and breaches happened. Sony Play Station exposed 

many personal information around the world. In June Drop Box allowed visitors to log into any 

user account with any password. Many solutions, qualities, techniques and methods were 

presented/proposed in research papers, but do we have really balanced solution for cloud 

computing. Still cloud computing has not followed well with best practices. One aspect is about 

the effort to deliver best services, mainly one-size-fits–all-service focusing more on lowering cost 

and economics of scale with minimum security concerns. Cloud providers don’t consider security 

as a top priority according to CA technologies and Ponemon Institute. As per their survey, result is 

amazing that it is assumed as customer responsibility to maintain security for a cloud. 
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Some of the journals and books presented that authentication techniques should be encrypted 

during transfer, so that even if attacker gets authentication data, he would be unsuccessful to login. 

As the strongest protection generally we consider encryption, but really encryption is the right 

solution for everything. Data used for remote computation cannot be easily encrypted. For these 

above problems we require a lot of caching for server and if encryption keys are stolen by 

attackers, then again we have security breaches for any customers. As per researcher Sven Bugiel, 

(Darmstadt Research, CASE Germany) cloud contain 30 % of private data within 1100 Amazon 

cloud machine images and these all are unprotected and attacker can get access to them. 

Vulnerability also exists in the Microsoft Azure and Rackspace clouds. Today, one famous attack 

on space-saving techniques called/known as deduplication and solution mentioned by Hash. 

Therefore value comparison running software on individual PC’s before storing to a cloud is not 

sufficient. Since, if any one will get these hashes he/she can easily get access to those files or 

documents and download them from a cloud. Not only this, if authentication techniques are based 

on hash functions, then many proposed solutions fail to support the required security. 

 

Moreover the authentication techniques based on PKI could be easily compromised and these 

could be easily recognized by many supported/associated attacks performed on PKI. Since our 

authentication infrastructure is based on CAs as chain of trust and if any of the levels is 

compromised, then we can compromise the whole chain of trust of CAs. Most recent attacks during 

last year were “comodo” during March 2011 followed up as next DigiNotar attack in Sep, 2011. 

This shows a good example as hierarchical trust structure has problem when it comes to 

certificate revocation or at chain of trust. In order to perform such attacks one need to be very 

professional in a field, like time specific, penetrating or spoofing of DNS and much more. These 

attacks were not performed at financial level, so whether it could be possible that the next attack 

will be on some financial institution? We need to focus safeguards that will be dynamic in nature, a 

random checking model rather than hierarchical one or dynamic authentication techniques. 

Choosing some new random model rather than hierarchical one or some dynamic security 

authentication mechanism that’s not in heads of anyone and having some independent checking 

schemes could be a good approach. Cloud authentication security system needs to be fully 

automated, so that customer will detect, analyse and respond to their own security issues. Concepts 

like Trusted T-Cloud “cloud of cloud”, where we have framework and architecture for better data 

confidentiality and storing data efficiently, but is everyone is moving in the same direction where 

we are moving? And diversification comes when path is still size-fit–all approach in cloud 

computing.  We  need  the  federation  among  clouds  for  multiple  cloud  providers  with  their 

services. While looking such things, I feel what trusted cloud computing is? What authentication 

should be required for such concerns? 
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1.2 Statement of the Problem 

We have many authentication techniques which include one and/or two and/or three factors. They 

are insecure if they are not implemented by looking at the current issues. Today mostly we use 

smart card as one of the factors for authentication, but as recently attack of Skkipot Trojan has 

stolen smart card PIN’s associated with ID’s of smartcards in DoD and used it to login in to 

computers and websites /applications as part of two factor authentication scheme. 

One of recent research activities on strong authentication schemes have been proposed in (Amlan, 

Hyoteaek et el, 1987) which is based on out-of-band technique with two factor authentication with 

the claim that its difficult for adversaries to attack the scheme. But this scheme is also vulnerable to 

attack as reported by (SANS, 2012). Once the ID and password are known to adversaries and 

moreover, getting the calculated hash value will allow you to get into the system and many mobile 

security issues are already existing. 

At the global end, PKI infrastructure and related authentication have difficulties in cross- 

border large scale environment. As we already discussed and know about the attacks called 

“Comodo”, in March 2011 and then “DigiNor”, which issued the fake PKI certificates of Google 

/Skype which bring us to look into new authentication mechanism system. Reasons for such 

attack is specially related to revocation process, when user (client browser) connects to validation 

authority (CRL, delta CRL and OSCP) and if this can’t function, then certificate will remain valid 

and you can get into the door without key. If adversary gets the success by just blocking the such 

request. Question here if you are not using other security services, then why we will believe in 

their infrastructure. Simply, valid CA of any country can issue some certificate which will be 

trusted due to hierarchical chain of trust, but why should we believe in them ? Such cases bring 

us to include the two necessary attributes of an ID: “Time and Location”. 

Today most of the organizations are moving towards the cloud solutions due to the fact of its 

flexibility in terms of meeting their current and future needs, cheap solutions, balanced cost, solve 

of verity of business needs and agility. Cloud is changing the companies to achieve their business 

needs, but what about the financial institutions. They are more concerned about security aspects 

than such flexible solutions. Financial institutions deal with highly sensitive data. Therefore it is 

important to secure the identities of such sensitive data with the good secure architecture and 

security policy enforcement. Financial institutions are trying to understand what security layers are 

and whether they meet their criteria or not. Cloud is open so any users and enterprise can use it. 

Today we need such design that accommodates verity of users and enterprises in a cloud. Today 

we have enterprise based identity management systems, which issues and protects credentials 

based on the organizational policy. But when this system is moved come into the cloud 

environment, then the question how to manage applications, services and identities is a big 
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concern, especially if we look towards financial institutions. Because most of identity 

management systems are according to business needs and model, they have their own schema 

not only this sometimes their systems integrate with third party line business applications, 

which may not be supported in cloud environment due to outsources scenario. Some key questions 

are that financial institution holds very sensitive data with sensitive operations and functions 

means holds the master key. How the trust level will come for confidentiality and continuity issues. 

How to give privileges to financial institutions’ business partners and how to deal with different 

user types. This is key problem why we need unified identity “Identifier”, design of secure identity 

provider to generate, store and distribute identities securely, administrative functions to make 

control of users, administrative and services on cloud, applications functions and many more. Our 

observation found that there is a need for “secure IDMS for cloud computing environment”. 

 

1.2.1 Research Questions 

 

This research will try to find solution for the main research question “Secure IDMS for cloud 

computing environment” by follow up three sub questions. 

1. What cloud challenges and requirements as IDaaS, design principles needs to consider in 

order to build secure IDMS. 

2. What software design will support our design principles and current requirements. 

3. How well it will support and offer the best solution for our problem space. 

 

1.3 Relevant Standards and Background Material 

Cloud computing brings us new level of delivering the services to customers with minimum cost 

for IT operations. Services are classified as SAAS, PAAS, IAAS and virtualization services etc 

(forster,  Zhao,  Raicu,  2008).  Since life is moving towards “digital” which offers the electronic 

services at anytime, anywhere at any place whenever you have connectivity. System which is 

locally allocated is quite easy to identify, detect right and response the best and fast because we 

believe even if identity will not identify then later on at least we will detect any away. But this is 

not true when we look at global prospective, that is global authentication, where we don’t know 

“who you are”, “what you have” and “what you want”. Such dialogue is complicated, because 

from the beginning we need to identify correctly, detect at same time “what you claim to be” 

and mean the while give in response as “let’s do what you want”. User authentication is very 

important and essential step to verify whether remote user legally authenticating over insecure 

channel. Beginning for such authentication started in 1978, when Rivest et al. (R.L.Rivest, 1978) 

proposed a public-key cryptosystems (PKC) to authenticate remote users. Then Lamport 

(L.Lamport, 1981) proposed a solution for remote authentication. It is basically based on hash 

function and stored verifying table. Later on many of authentication schemes were proposed 
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based on Lamport. Then we moved to heavy computation PKI based with smart cards, fingerprint 

based as BioPKI etc. Most of the authentication are built on the static means ( ID and password ) 

where user centric approach is not used and based on such sometimes  user itself  get  not  satisfied  

while satisfying itself  to  system,  because of  lack  of flexibility,  usability  and  might  be  

sickness  of  insecurity  about  the  system  depending  upon different culture. 

In order to access the cloud services, today we need secure authentication, better security policy 

management with secure applications, services, systems and connectivity. 

When enterprises will migrate into cloud, then it is important: 

 

1. User authentication should be trustworthy. 

2. Authentication should be manageable as vital requirement i.e. managing trust across 

cloud services. 

3. Secure access to related resources based on authentication. 

4. Secure transaction for financial institution based on claimed identity. 

5. Secure access to many flexible, scalable applications in cloud computing environment. 

6. Secure policy enforcement. 

 

Our research project is based on understanding of the SEC_Lab environment which includes all 

productive security components and systems. Therefore, we need to focus on the major “standards” 

and major research results in SEC_Lab. 

 

1.3.1 Standards 
 

Personal Identity Verification (PIV) of Federal Employees and Contractors Smart Card (FIPS 

PUB 201-1), Interfaces for Personal Identity Verification –Part 1: End-Point PIV Card   

Application,   Namespace,   Data   Model   and   Representation   (NIST   Special Publication 800-

73-2). 

 

OpenStack:  Open source technology containing the interrelated projects delivery of various 

components for a cloud infrastructure solution. We will follow up the guide “OpenStack Identity 

Service Starter Guide” and “Installing OpenStack Identity Service” 

 

Security Assertion Mark-up (SAML) Language: for providing the information i n standardized way 

to applications in authentication mechanism, we will use this Language. 

 

1.3.2 Background Material 
 

Doctoral Thesis “Secure Mobile Service-Oriented Architecture” by Feng Zhang: Presented the 

architecture and components required for location-based authentication and authorization, this idea 

will be included and extended by further addition of any attributes. 

http://docs.openstack.org/diablo/openstack-identity/admin/content/
http://docs.openstack.org/diablo/openstack-identity/admin/content/
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Doctoral Thesis, “CryptoNET: Generic Security Framework for Cloud Computing Environments” 

by Abdul Ghafoor Abbasi, presented generic security protocols and objects. Since protocols 

include initial user authentication protocol, remote user authentication protocol, Single-Sign-On 

protocol, SAML authorization protocol, secure sessions and key distribution protocol etc and 

concept like strong authentication will be used to meet the desire goal of the project. 

 

1.4 The Goals of the Project and Proposed Activities 

Purpose of this thesis is to identify secure key components related to identity management services 

and design an infrastructure that will provide a secure registration, storing and distribute identity 

across a cloud environment for identity management services. Our design is to manage the 

identity across cloud applications and related services easier. Our basic emphasis is on simplicity 

development and integration of other services, while applying the existing authentication and 

authorization and privacy models. In essence, user needs to have single, faster, low cost, easy to 

maintain and easy in, out and around cloud environment. Our focus is on identity management for 

users, which will be used by any application, platform and across the cloud environment for 

authentication, authorization services and user management. 

In order to achieve the research goal we need to perform the tasks below: 

1. Study and research results on cloud security architecture. This consists of the following 

tasks: 

I. Literature  review  of  cloud  computing  environment  and  security concerns  

for identity management  services  for  cloud  environment. Understanding of 

best concepts, approaches and technologies to be used for better designing of 

Identity management systems with keeping a security and generic keywords. 

II. Understanding of authentication scenario and their related key components. 

This will help to identity flow between the components and to apply the right 

mechanism. 

III. Based on the understanding of authentication scenario, investigating and 

identifying objects to be included into the identity management systems. 

IV. Study of associated components like OpenStack and authorization systems 

to normalize our security architecture, related activities and control associated. 

 

2. Investigation of the central security system based on our research and discoveries on 

IDMS system. This will help for building the conceptual architecture, relationship among 

the key components and flow of processes of security system in a cloud environment. 

 

I. Determine the impact of authorization system to the IDMS system process.  

This involves the investigation of how authorization services request the IDMS 
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systems, what services they need, and how authorization services assign the 

role to a registered identity of IDMS based on unique identifier number. 

II. Determine impact of OpenStack platform to IDMS system. This involves how 

OpenStack communicates with our own IDMS system, what Identities and 

attributes to distribute, and how to synchronize user management operation of 

OpenStack with IDMS system. 

III. Determining administrative functions to be performed for our IDMS systems. 

These include registration, list, update, and delete operations etc. What 

necessary validation needs to be performed for IDMS design. 

 

3. Design of IDMS system for cloud service environment and implementation of Service 

Oriented Architectural (SOA) into IDMS based on the previous section research. This 

helps us to know functional architectural design of the security system, which includes 

the following tasks: 
 

I. Definition of security services that IDMS should deliver to authorization and 

OpenStack cloud platform. 

II. Design of interfaces of each component. 

III. Defining the protocols, access services and operational services for each 

component. 

IV. Security concerns of designed security services. 

 

4. Development,  implementation  and  testing  of  our  IDMS  module  is  based  on  Java 

security framework, libraries and tools. This research project module delivers the Identity 

as a Service (IDaaS). Only secure identity registration, unique identifier generation, storing 

and securely distribution across cloud environment based on required services type is 

covered for this prototype implementation. 

 

5. Research finding, results and conclusions of designed system: This part covers the 

observations from our implementation of the project prototype. We will evaluate systems 

and describe how we achieve our research goal including suggestions for future related 

work. 

 

1.5 Research Methodology 

 

In order to achieve the objective of research we followed the methodology of “Design Science 

Research Methodology”. This methodology focuses on performance of designed artifacts and 

the development with the explicit intention of improving functional performance of the artifact. 

Since our research is related to design and development of security systems, which needs to 
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address security, integration issues for IDMS system and OpenStack cloud environment. This 

methodology plays vital role for our research. Methodology firstly starts with knowing and 

identifying the research goal, problem of statement and study of related technologies, standards, 

architecture and existing solutions. Afterword comes designing, which declares about the process 

and flows about the research goal and which provides solution of primary problem statement. Then 

developing the project module carried out and during the development, we do many changes in our 

requirements and specifications for better functional design of the system. Design and project 

module development process are parallel with our testing and implementation stage. Once the 

system functionally is implemented, then we do finally further investigation and analysis of 

prototype module from both current theoretical and practical level for further improvement, 

recommendation and future related work. 
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Chapter2.  Fundamentals and Concepts of Identity and 

Identity Management 
 

“This chapter concerns about the basic fundamental “keys”, “concepts” and current trends use in 

identity management by exploring the current literature and practices”. 

 

In global information infrastructure called “web”, using large scale of networks, application 

protocols and services web services technology connects local and global remote parties 

worldwide. From the academic to enterprise taking the opportunity of computing resources on 

the web using the virtualization and cloud computing. Our preferences are better users identity 

management and other entities over cloud environment for cloud services. 

Identity consists of the following primary aspects: 

1. Cultural Identity: Which comes from historical experiences and shared cultural codes 

(Braziel et al., 2003, p.223).  

2. Digital Identity: Electronic representation of personal information (Windley, 2005), which 

concerns how the people are identified on Internet and computer. 

3. Biometric Identity: A behavioural or physiological characteristics which belong unique to 

a person, such as fingerprints, hand geometry, facials, retina and voice etc. 

 

 

2.1. Overview of Identity 

Why we need identity? What constitutes Identity? Many philosophers’ thoughts come at two key 

words called “existence” and “self-determination”. Simply today our identity acknowledges our 

existence and for this we are able to reason for it. Let’s starts from the elementary level when I was 

born in this world, my parents given a small name/nick name “gopu”, I was referred by this name. 

Then my actual name “Arunendra” and date of birth registered at government, then I registered as 

legal citizen of country and got passport. During our life, we study, meet different people, and 

organizations. During this duration we perceive by different roles and context. That something 

we need to refer called Identities, either name or any number. For example, I am as person may me 

call as “Gopu” to his father, “Arunendra” for his professor and “Arun” for his friends or just 

“Pandey”. Because of this, it is important to know concepts of “Identity”. (Rundle et al.,2007) 

defined the concept of personhood. For instance person living natural life and busy in multiple 

social life style over a span of time. We consider as “individual or entity as person having some 

position” or at philosophical “same individual can appear into different instance of time”. Moreover 

at the contextual level, individual could be defined as “representation of entity in a different 

application domain”. Entities are associated with real world entities as person/people, any 

enterprises/organizations. If this appearance of individual in a different social context we called it 

partial identities. When individual decides how to be perceived by the specific environment, then 
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we call it “personae”. For instance we dress for work and behave professionally where as for 

party we dress casually we behave personally and socially, which reflects that our context 

represents the information (Churchill. A, 2009). 

 

2.1.1 Identity Model 

 

(Conceptual View) 

People and enterprises can have multiple identities and each of identities can have some 

characteristics and/or Identifiers. For instance name, date of birth, driving licence, passport 

number, employee number etc. These characterises are used for as identifiers of user for 

identification of an entity for identification process. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Relationships between entities, identities and characteristics/ identifiers/ 

attributes (Jøsang, Audun, 2012) 
 

 

One main concern about this model is that identifier may be unique or not in the same domain. For 

instance  identification  of  me  as  “Arunendra”  within  a domain  of   SEC_LAB department of 

college. In the same way, identification of “Arunendra” needs SSN for domain of any government 

or private. This aspect reflects the relation between entities, identities and identifiers. Example, 

name “Arunendra” having identity as “Student” having identifier as student number “2409849”, 

credentials as digitals certificates stored in my smart card and attributes as (Name: Arunendra, Job 

title: student, affiliation ICT etc). Simply, entities corresponds to identities that consist of some 

characteristics/attributes or identifier. 
 

(Contextual View) 

(Pato, J. 2003) illustrates how the identity is perceived in a different way. This show how individual 

information spread over multiple entities, with the different identifier and control of information. It 
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is our context we hide or present the information in different way. Context consideration  is  

very  important  for  secure  IDMS,  because  by  this  we  can  decide  what information of 

individual we need to hide or what we  need to disclose the information, so that we can trace 

back individual’s or their relative transaction on web. From the security point of view we can 

say any identifiable information must identify in way that we can identify and locate an 

individual, what identification information we need to be retrieved that allows linking of the 

individual attributes. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Example of identity view in different form as name, SSN, employee ID, domain, etc  
 

 

(Rundle et al., 2007) illustrates the properties of identity. This is multidimensional concept that relates 

to social interaction. At the same time, it is challenging that what information we need to capture, 

retrieve, disclose and flow around the web or any digital environment. 

 

2.1.2 Key Concepts 
 

Keeping our project scenario, we will talk about digital identity. Today society relies more on online 

services for access to any information. At the same time level of risk to personal, insightful information 

and any transactions, means to say probability of loss of information increase all at the same time. 

Moreover, the “ISO 24760 Identity Management Framework” (ISO, 2011) represents that we have lack 

of agreed terminology about the digital identities. First it is important to know about the key terms 

related to “Identity”. 
 

Individual: One who is engaged in online transaction (NIST). 

Non Person Entity: Service o r  software, organization and hardware  engaged in  online 

transaction (NIST). 
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Identity: Subset of attributes of an individual, which help to identify the individual within any set of 

persons (NIST). 

Identifier: A name or another bit string like username, sequence number, email ID, phone number, 

that tells how to reach a user. This is used to identify a subject within a domain (TERM). 

Digital Identity: Set of attributes that represents an individual in an online transaction (NIST). 

Attribute: Characteristics of an individual and values (l i k e  date of birth ) or any claims (NIST, 

TERM) 

Credentials: Attributes with their authentication by relying parties or any third parties 

(TERM). 

Authentication: Entity with a unique identity (NIST). Association of entity with unique identity 

provides evidence, which is essential to this. 

Authorization: Enforcing use of the services and resources, what subject is entitled to access. 

Identity Provider: Responsible for enrolling, establishing and maintaining the electronic identity. 

Attribute Provider: Responsible for maintaining the identity attributes (NIST). 

Relying Party: Based on acceptance and validation of subject authenticated attributes makes 

transaction decision (NIST). It is trusted assertion about subject. 

Subject: Could be individual or non person entity (NIST). 

Discovery Service Provider: Authenticates the subject’s IDP on behalf of any replying party with 

assumption that each relying party does not know where to go to validate the assertion from unknown 

subject’s and there may be many IDPs (ID-WSF). 

Anonymity: Unknown person or person whose name is not given (OED). For instances if I am 

having my own identity provider, so I can create the identity and sign it, but there is no other third 

party who knows that “Arunendra” is me, sometimes we called itself asserted identities. 

Nyms: Identifier refers to an entity as individuals or organizations. It provides the identity to an entity 

for a certain identity domain and that can be used to connect to other parties (Damiani et al, 2003, 

Bertino et al., 2009). 

Pseudonymity: Is subject’s Identifier other than one of the subject’s real name (TERM).When we do 

shopping using our debit card, we just enter the PIN to validate the card, merchant only knows that 

the card is correct and accepts for transaction. Shopkeeper has no mean to know about our name. 
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Absonymity: When real identity is transparent to the relying party, they may be verify with third 

party but may not be relying party. Example, when any individual wants to verify whether his/her 

passport is real or not. 

Digital identity is an information about a specific user, process, program, individual or enterprise. 

Such information is used for different purposes like claiming to an identity to establishing 

permission called “Identification”. This includes attribute information about the individual, such as 

SSN, passport, driving license, etc. It may be bounded to some biometric information, such as 

finger prints, iris, etc and could be individual associated activities like web transactions performed. 

Digital identity includes unique identifier, like randomly and non repeatable generated any length 

number, user name, email and any pseudonyms. 

Creation of digital identities should have three key aspects (Shon Harris, 2010) as uniqueness, 

nondiscriptive and issuance. 

1. Uniqueness: Identifier for specific individual or unique ID. 

2. Nondiscriptive: Credential should not indicate the purpose of the account. 

3. Identity Issuance: Elements are the ones that have been provided by another authority as a 

means of proving identity. 

Verification of identity can be classified as “Verification 1:1”, when identity is compared against 

the single identity, like username and password. “Verification 1: N”, when identity is compared 

with multiple identities, like with username, password and others biometric information etc. 

When assigning the identification values to any user, we must consider the parameters like each 

value should be unique. Having some standard naming scheme would not be descriptive to any user 

and no common values are shared among the two users. 

Identification, verification, authentication and authorization are in a close relation and these all 

require unique functions that fulfil each requirement for particular access control. So, from the 

access control prospective we can say, 

 

Identification: When any subject provides the identification number to object. For instance any 

username, user ID (random and non repeatable number), email etc. 

Authentication: Verifying identification information of subject with respect to object. For instance, 

PIN value for card based authentication, biometric and one-time password etc. 

Authorization:  Any condition, checks or criteria to make determination of operation, what subject 

can carry out on objects. For instance, role based authorization. 

Accountability: Any logs and monitoring about the subject activities with object. This is out of scope 

of this project. But this is important due to security concerns especially for cloud environment. 
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Identification 

Authentication 

Authorization

Accountability 

Persons, 
Processes 

 
Figure 4: Steps Subject (person, process) access to object (file, server, and process) 

 

So these are serial processes that we follow for any authentication and authorizations services. 

What is important to notice here is that a user may be identified and authenticated to the system, 

but may not have authorization to any object (any file, server, processes, etc). On the other side, we 

can also say that user may be authorized to access any object, but only if it is properly identified 

and authenticated. 

 

2.1.3 Life Cycle of Identity 
 

Identities must be maintained over the life cycle. Identities management is not user functionality, but 

also creation of the revocation process. It has four phases: creation, update, list/usage and delete 

revocation. All these phases identify related to a transaction should be in coherent manner (Elisa 

Bertino and Kenji Takahashi, 2011). 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Identity Life Cycle 
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Creation: Creation of identity needs to pass through the following three sub steps: attribute 

proofing, credential issuance, and identity formation. 

 

Attribute proofing, when attested attributes by authorities trusted by recipients. For example, 

government issue our date of birth and for some transaction, such as alcoholic beverages, we require 

proof about certain age. From design and implementation prospective, that could consider as the 

context that includes whether attributes confirm to the person or over Internet and by whom they 

confirmed. 
 

 

Credential Issuance, once the attributes are proofed then authority issues the credentials (e.g. digital 

certificates) or by subjects itself (e.g. password, fingerprints). Credentials constitute different assurance 

level. From design and implementation context, it includes concepts of who issues these credentials, 

what is the validity period, etc. 
 

 

Identity Formation, once we have proved attributes, assigned credentials and identifier by subject itself 

or any party, we compose identities. From design and implementation context, it includes identifier that 

is easy to remember and flexible to the subjects. Not so complex identifier should be considered like 

URLs, which limit user interaction (Elisa Bertino and Kenji Takahashi, 2011). 
 

 

Usage: Digital identities should be enriched so that they can be used in many ways. Identities 

however must consider both concepts of security and privacy. Three functions by identities as services 

are: trusted communication, SSO, and attribute sharing. 

 

Trusted communication, when at the other end, sender and receiver of communication can be able to 

identify, distinguish and authenticate identities in a trusted manner. Such communication is also needed 

for trusted identity transactions. From design and implementation should consider mechanism for 

scalability and security. For instance, certification based authentication encase of client side, mutual 

authentication is essential for stopping or preventing from phishing attacks. 
 

SSO, resure of authentication to access more than one service, once initial SSO transaction has been 

successfully conducted. Its reduces the efforts by users and RPs in maintaining their accounts. SAML 

provides the technical specification for SSO transactions (OASIS, 2005). From design and 

implementation prospective, we must insure what authentication method we are going to conduct, how 

identity proofing is conducted and credentials are prevented, establishing the trust, provisions for 

protecting the privacy of subject, focus on usability and performance for user good experience. 
 

Attribute Sharing, sharing of attributes of subject among the trusted parties as relying parties and 

identity providers. Attribute sharing eliminates the redundancy efforts by subjects and maintains 

attribute integrity. For instance, subject have to enter full name and place each time, when they want to 

use web application, so by attribute sharing we don’t need to enter such attribute again and maintain 

consistency. Technical standards for attribute sharing, such as Liberty Identity Web Services 
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Framework (ID-WSF), OpenID Attribute Exchange (OpenID, 2007). From design and implementation 

prospective, any consent should clearly know the conditions about the sharing of attributes, purpose of 

use, who are the receiving parties, duration, ontology of attributes to be shared by parties, who is 

involved in a transaction etc. 
 

Update: In identity cycle, data need to be updated every time. Reasons could be credentials of a user 

who’s account is terminated or credentials used in digital certificate expired etc. Update helps to 

maintain integrity property. From design and implementation prospective, changes in identity data 

should be distributed to all related parties that store data, such as identity provider’s change of history 

to be recorded for audit trails, key identifier should not change throughout life time of identity cycle in 

case of traceability. 
 

Revocation: Identities and credentials should be revoked once they are become invalid. 

Revocation maintains and ensures valid authentication and authorization, based on identity data. For 

instance once employee left organization, all related identity should be revoked except key identifier for 

future concern. Some standards that represent that are Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) 

(Myers, M., et al., 1999), in order to maintain and manage status of certificate that should be 

shared among parties/recipients in timely fashion. From design and implementation prospective, 

credentials and identities should be notified, who used them, such as identity provider and notification 

history to be recorded for audit trails. 

 

Governance: All digital transactions should be governed by some policies. Identity governance is an 

integral part of enterprises for internal control and that must be planned and conducted, for instance 

SOX compliance (SOX, 2002). This play vital role for both internal at enterprise level and governance 

related. 

 

Identity Policies, these are policies related to authentication and authorization. Level of assurance for 

any transaction about identity in case of authentication process. Whereas, for authorization process, it 

defines the conditions in which subject is given permission to access services or data. This is not 

necessary for identity providers and relying parties it should be their same polices. For example, 

subject’s location, time of access etc. From design and implementation prospective, ways of exchanging 

and negotiating policies between subjects, relying parties and identity provider, enforcing the polices 

by means of implementation of control mechanisms, like role based access control (RBAC, 2004). 
 

Audit trails, it is important to record audit trails and include each detailed information of each 

transaction which involves identities. For instance, if we want to know when the transaction happened, 

what identity data were accessed and what the purpose of transaction were (B. Spantzel, A., J. Woo, 

and E. Bertino, 2007). From design and implementation prospective, it must cover audit trails having 

identity data to be protected in a secure and privacy manner also covers the organizational internal 

framework. 
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2.1.4 Identity Ecosystem 
 

 

(Bertino & Takahashi, 2011) states that driving needs from individual, public, private, business, 

standards, technologies, policies together bring us to formation of identity ecosystem. “Increasing the 

interests in the management of digital identities in information society. Thus it is expected to grow 

rapidly in identity management market. It is also estimated to grow from $2.6 billion in 2006 to $12 

billion in 2014” (Cserand, J., and A. Penn, 2008). The basic four key trends in the ecosystem are: 

service orientation, business restructuring, security, privacy and compliance. 
 

Social orientation: It means that our society gradually depends on network services. In order to 

provide the services, digital identities play important roles. Examples, use of digital identities are 

essential for social welfare, e.g. health care, e-government, etc. Secure services like cloud computing, 

security as service or software as service, e-commerce and social networking. 
 

Business restructuring: The current recession are constantly being restructured with respect to their 

processes and organizations. Business restructuring involves restructuring the identity management of 

organizations, employees, partners and customers. Example, merging of two different organizations 

requires the integration of partners, employees and customers. It means that identity management must 

be applied across the organizational border. 
 

 
Figure 6: Identity ecosystem and key trends (Bertino & Takahashi, 2011) 

 

 

Security and Privacy: Managing the digital identities raises the challenges due to conflicting 

requirements of security and privacy. With all this, it is also needed to emphases that information 

should be shared fast, cheap, facilitate the authentication of users while considering the fact of 

protection against identity theft. 
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Compliance: Compliance to regulations of regulation and governmental bodies requires organizations 

to define the access policies of any critical information, such as customer data. For example, 

regulation like Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), European Data Protection 

Directive and Sarbanes Oxley act.  These regulations provide protection of sensitive information. 

Implementation of such regulations helps for implementation of solid identity management. 

2.2 Digital Identity Management 

What is identity management or what is digital Identity management? For a long time, we see 

government/private organization have issued any document/ID to an individual for means of 

validating the identity of an individual, giving some rights/ privileges to access some resources 

whenever they need to access the services. Such documents traditionally need two basic conditions. 

Firstly, authenticity of documents or authenticator (signature, photographs etc) and document 

itself should be temper proof, which builds the confidence in the issuer and are easy to recognize. 

We can’t say directly that it is identity management, but process feels similar to be identity 

management. (Hamid Nemati ed, 2008) further describes the identity management as 

“comprehensive strategy of managing identities (logins, profile information, etc.)  across many  

data  sources  and maintaining the relationship between those identities”. Digital identity 

management system technology is fundamental in enhancing user experience, accountability in 

transactions and interactions protecting privacy and complying with regulatory controls. 
 

When any product needs to be identified, verified, authenticated and authorized through some 

mechanism, we call “Identity Management” of a product. IDMS requires a unique identifier that 

uniquely identifies the entities, associated attributes/credentials or any entitlements that are 

assigned for subject. IDMS allows any enterprise to create and manage digital identities. Managing 

of identities could be on a timely basis or in automated fashion. It is important that IDMS should 

meet academic or any business requirements, needs and scale from internal facing to external 

facing system. Since we are using OpenStack cloud platform, while looking into the SEC_Lab 

architecture, we decided to use specifications of Simple Cloud Identity Management (SCIM, 2012) 

identity management design. Moreover, it is easy to manage life cycle (create, maintain, 

terminate) of digital identities for both OpenStack cloud platform and our own IDMS systems. 
 

2.2.1 Approaches to Identity Management Architecture 
 

There is several identity management architecture described by (Josang & Pope, 2005 and Josang et al., 

2007). These are: 
 

2.2.1.1 Silo or Isolated Identity System: The most conceptual architecture of identity management on 

the web is silo model, also known as isolated identity model. Each service provider acts as identity 

provider and relying party for the services. Users will have different credentials for each service, like 

username and password. 
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Figure 7: Silo or Isolated Identity System (Josang et al., 2007) 
 

From the service provider approach it is easy to implement, but on the other side, users have to 

maintain different identities. Client side management of credential are also required, otherwise users 

service can’t be provided. Such problem is known as password fatigue (Josang, 2007). 
 

2.2.1.2 Centralized Identity System: This is SSO model or centralized SSO. Only one authority that 

acts as identity provider plays a vital role. This identity provider issues identification and 

authentication credentials. Users use these credentials during the services access via SSO. After 

successful authentication service central identity provider provides the security assertion to service 

provider or any relying party. 

 

Figure 8: Centralized Identity System (Josang et al., 2007) 
 

One of the advantages of this model is that it increases usability factor using SSO services. Moreover 

it is good for close environments, because both identity provider and service provider are under the same 

side of umbrella “Authority”. For instance our Google account can be used for multiple applications 

these days, like Facebook, YouTube and Gmail products application itself. On the other side, this is 

argued by (Josang , Suridi, 2007) it is not good for an open  environment. Where providers are not under 

the same authority, because it is not necessary that service provider will accept the same identity 

provider for managing identities and providing authentication. Example of t h i s  architecture was 

reflected by Microsoft passport. Not only that it also violates privacy protection principle of 
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exposure of information and due to this fact, Microsoft Passport failed in market and got negative 

response. Market perception was that Microsoft have more power by this service to abuse personal 

information it possesses (Josang et al., 2007). 
 

2.2.1.3 Federated Identity System:  Identity system which is characterized by mutual security 

assertion and authentication agreement between service providers for allowing the SSO users services. 

Liberty Alliance defines these groups as circle of trust. This system linked many identity domains to 

constitute the federation domain. Once user authenticates to any services provider, then other service 

provider accepts the security assertion to be authenticated. 

 

An advantage of this system is t hat  we can get SSO in a open environment and having compatibility 

with silo model. Disadvantage of this system is it is technical and legal complexity. For instance, 

service providers must be able to map security assertion between them and dealing with privacy issues 

some service provider may hide the information between them or maybe they want to provide the 

additional privacy protection, based on geographical location or relative laws. 

 

 

Figure 9: Federated Identity System (Josang et al., 2007) 
 

Finally, users may access each federated identity domain from any service provider, but  still  users  

may need  to  provide credentials  to authenticate to respective identity provider of the domain. 

Hence, users requires different identity for each domain and this system doesn’t solve user password 

fatigue problem (Josang et al.,2007). 

 

2.2.1.4 User Centric Silo Identity System: This system stores identity credentials on personal devices 

known as “personal authentication device” for different services, which shows that this system increases 

the usability factor of identity management. All credentials on a device can be accessed with Personal 

Identification Number (PIN). An advantage of this system is that PAD having control of the user not 

under the control of identity provider or any service provider. Many types of identities and credentials 

can be supported. Such system is implemented in Mozilla Firefox browser, which provides SSO by 

storing users credentials as user name and password for online services. 
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Figure 10: User Centric Silo Identity System (Josang et al., 2007) 
 

Moreover, these credentials are protected and encrypted by master password. Other example could see 

in Apple keychain which is embedded in Mac OS, stores users credentials and certificates of desktop 

user with protection via individual systems password. On the other side, there is lack of standardization 

of authentication systems (A Josang & S Pope, 2005). 

 

2.2.1.5 Common Identity Systems: Central authority manages the identifier, provides authentication 

token and acts as identity provider, but doesn’t authenticate the users during the services access. This 

system has an advantage that users needs to manage only identifier token pair. 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Common Identity Systems (Josang et al., 2007) 
 

 

On the other side use of email as identifier is hard, because single user can have multiple emails. For 

instance, SSN used by each institution may have their own notation for namespace. So number can’t 

be unique (Josang et al., 2007). Example, Nordea Bank and ICA bank use SSN in their own way. One 

starts with 19870805-XXXX while other 870805XXXX. 
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2.2.2 Secure Identity Management Systems 

 

Secure identity services are mainly implemented in secure identity management systems. (Pfitzmann, 

Hansen, 2009) define the identity as "An identity of an individual person may comprise many partial 

identities of which each represents the person in a specific context or role. A partial identity is a subset of 

attribute values of a complete identity, whereas complete identity is the union of all attribute values of 

all identities of this person". Identity management defined as “ability to control when, where, how and to 

whom their private information of individuals is distributed”. 
 

Basically, there are three types of identity management services: 

 

 AAA-infrastructures: Abbreviated as authentication, authorization and accounting service, 

which offers reliable services and may be deployed in the enterprise context. Example, 

employees of any enterprises is assigned limited privileges in order to access their resources. 

 Profiling identity management services: These services are based on attribute based. Example, 

mainly deployed by commercial organizations for their customer profile like online behaviour 

or our historical buying behaviour. 

 Role/pseudonym: Services which offer the SSO or credential management, these types could 

be in the form of password, client’s side application or web browsers based (Hansen, 

Pfitzmann, et al., 2008). 

 

2.2.3 Basic Challenges in Identity Management 
 

 

Digital identity management should be in balance while keeping the concepts between usability, 

security, privacy and acceptance at user end. We may have different identity management solutions 

based on the different approaches. So it is not necessary that our current existing solution or any pre 

defined standard would be suitable in terms of interoperability or sometimes overlapping could occur. 

So, we need to consider the holistic approach for our problem areas, synergetic approach for 

innovation, such as based on environment we need focus such as guidelines, methodologies, tools and 

standards etc. Moreover, it should align with enterprise and users requirements, which may include the 

following aspects (Elisa Bertino and Kenji Takahashi, 2011). 
 

 

First and most, how identities are available to right person or individuals for the service at right place 

and time (ICPP & SNG, 2003).Establishing trust among the associated parties. Avoiding the abuse or 

misuse of identities. Making secure, efficient based on opt-in or out functions, scalable, cost 

effective and usable manner. Anonymity and pseudonymity, providing anonymity prevents tracking or 

identifying users of a service (ICPP & SNG, 2003). Organization  personal  data  management,  in  big  

organizations  quick  methods  to  create, modify, delete identities are needed (ICPP & SNG, 2003). 
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Figure 12: Important factors associated with digital identity 
 

Identity Assurance: Plays an important role in identity management especially in case of identity 

federation, because of RPs they need to know about the assurance level of identity data to be provided 

by IDPs for transaction in a trusted manner. Level of assurance is defined by how integrity maintained 

through life cycles. There are some frameworks for identity assurance, such as Identity Assurance 

Framework (IAF) developed by Liberty Alliance and is currently maintained by kantara initiative (IAF). 

This is set of guidelines to access and to evaluate assurance of identities for digital transactions. IAF 

defined four types of participants: subject, IDPs, SP, accessor and accreditor. Subject defines 

individuals or group of individuals that determines which IDPs to be used based on assurance level 

offered by IDPs or accredition status of accessors based on the assurance level. IDPs is used to generate, 

issue and maintains credentials of the subjects including the third parties. RPs are defined as services for 

subject’s that’s depends on identity data issued by IDPs. Both RPs and IDPs negotiate assurance level 

for digital transactions. As per SAC (SAC), assessor determines the assurance level of credentials 

provided by IDPs, whereas accreditor that accredits assessors based on assessor qualification and 

requirements (Assessor Qualifications & Requirements, IAF). 

 

Level Description Implementation Example Use Case 

1 Little or no confidence 

in the asserted 

identity's validity. 

Personal identification numbers 

(PINs). 

Online registration to a 

news Web site. 

2 Some confidence in 

the asserted identity's 

validity. 

Single-factor remote 

authentication (e.g., user names 

and passwords through encrypted 

communication channels). 

Change of address by 

beneficiary. 

3 High confidence in the 

asserted identity's 

validity. 

Multifactor remote authentication 

with software-based tokens (e.g., 

a combination of PINs and 

electronic certificates stored in 

Web browsers). 

Online access to a 

brokerage account. 
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4 Very high confidence 

in the asserted 

identity's validity. 

Multifactor remote authentication 

with hardware-based tokens (e.g., 

smart cards with protected by 

fingerprint authentication). 

Distribution of controlled 

drugs. 

 

Table 1: An overview of IAF (Elisa Bertino and Kenji Takahashi, 2011) 
 

From design and implementation prospective, IAF must be planned keeping the agreement between 

IDPs, RPs, and assessors and set of guidelines for defining the assurance level for each service for RPs. 

 

Privacy: Privacy and security, today they act as chicken o r  egg situation. Privacy as (Alan 

Westin & Danelski, 1968) defined as claim of individuals, groups or institutions to determine for 

themselves when, how and to what extent information about them is communicated to others. There are 

different types of privacy. For instance, “Territorial privacy”, which is defined in terms of physical 

protection of a person. “Bodily privacy”, protecting against undue interference. “Informational 

privacy”, defines how individual information is collected, stored, processed and communicated. 

“Communication privacy”, defines securing the communication for person to be secure against the 

third party eavesdropping or monitoring. “Location privacy”, defines the ability to secure the 

individual’s past location and current location. So, it depends of factors we consider based on 

perceived control and knowledge (Dritsas et al., 2006). 
 

Today no individual wants others to know what they feel. Sometimes we call it “anonymity”. We 

define this term as actions or any behaviour which cannot be tracked or traced back to the person 

responsibility. But this is not the case with digital identity management. We define it in terms of 

“likability” (Pfitzmann, A., and M. Hansen, 2008). Where Item of Interest (IOI) is a distinct feature that 

reveals information about the individuals. Item of interest could be nyms, search engines and mail 

messages. It could be users identity and real name. When two or more item of interests are linkable, it 

means that attacker can find the relation. For instance, if two messages cryptographically signed and the 

same public key is used to verify the signature, then message could be linked to same signing key. 

Whereas, if we search about information through search engines, it does not connect to users real 

identity. In this case, query and users identity are unlinkable. Several approaches have been addressed 

for such privacy issues in the context of identity management to achieve unlinkablility or maintaining 

the credentials to be privacy. First approach is known as “multi-show”  approach, if same nym of 

credentials cannot be linked to each other, whereas second approach is known as “Single-show” 

approach, if same nym or credentials can be linked to each other (Layouni, M., and H. Vangheluwe, 

2007). 

 

2.3 Basic Identity Related Processes 

In this section, we will cover the concepts and fundamentals of technologies and processes. Then about 

the identity attributes including aggregation techniques. Finally, about the regulations, privacy and 

presence in a cloud. 
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2.3.1 Single Sign On (SSO) 
 

System which allows to enter credentials only once for a session and give multiple accesses to 

resources and services without repetitive authentication. System increases the usability factor for users 

or subjects and reduces administrative tasks and costs at the same time. Definition based on different 

environments, such as enterprise based known as “Enterprise SSO”, which allows to use the systems 

within the same enterprise. If it is across multiple enterprises, then it is known as “Multidomain SSO” 

and if it is across the web clients for web based application it is called “Web based SSO”. Important to 

know about the SSO systems is that even if subject accesses multiple applications or services by just 

single authentication, it doesn’t mean that SSO system unifies account information. Generally, today 

mostly SSO used is ESSO and level SSO implementation is difficult, since legacy applications come 

with their own authentication. In such cases system translates credentials internally used for 

authentication into the specific application based credentials. SSO implements using different 

approaches, such as Kerberos ticket for particular session or one time password. Current effort is towards 

the more advanced one known as “federation SSO”. 
 

 

Although its good service, but other critical impact of this is that it increases the chances of misuse of 

credentials, because user once authenticates may process various resources and this was further argued 

that this is not necessary (Madsen, P., Y. Koga, and K. Takahashi, 2005). They explained that less 

frequently authentication would be more careful, users should provide strong passwords, since 

remembering such passwords is hard. They discussed about the techniques like assertions, redirections 

and use of hidden user identifiers as Shibboleth SSO (Shibboleth), which provides security solution for 

password hacking, phishing and pharming attacks. 
 

SSO based on different architecture can be implemented accordingly. Architectural solutions described 

in (Hursti, J, 2007) are: 

 

 Broker based architecture: In this approach, central security server authenticates users by 

issuing users tickets for accessing applications. Example, Kerberos protocol. 

 Agent based Architecture: In this approach, for each application servers, in front of it we deploy 

an authentication agent. These agents translate identity credentials. For instance, subject’s 

identity credentials (i.e. X.509 public key certificates) and authentication protocol adopted by 

application server (i.e. password based mechanism). 

 Reverse proxy based architecture: In this approach, there is proxy located at entry point 

typically DMZ in a network applications, which filters identity credentials or may redirect 

requests to authentication server for required credentials. 

 

Our choice of architecture for solution could be based on single choice or combined elements from 

these mentioned architecture. 
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2.3.2 Identity and Attribute Federation 

 

Multiple organizations/enterprises, distributed large scale with many identity domains it is a case 

where users may be given different identity attributes from different identity providers. Generally, 

identity providers represent different applications domains due to security concerns. For instance, 

financial institutions, healthcare or any government etc. They are not dependent on each other. Each 

identity provider is unaware of each other about the users identity attributes issued by them, which is 

important for subject. The main requirement in this context is that subject’s identity attribute 

aggregation from the different identity provider for a single transaction without letting them to each 

other. For instance, whenever we do shopping on web, we have to provide membership account for 

buying that product with our credit card information (Chadwick, D.W., and G. Inman, 2009). This 

clearly states that credit card companies will not issue credentials concerning from commercial 

membership or vice versa. The main concern is about to make sure that identity attribute are aggregated 

by same subject. This is illustrated by (Chadwick, D.W., and G. Inman, 2009) in the early approach of 

X.509  certificates,  in  such  approach  different  attributes  certificates  would  contain  the same 

distinguished name (DN). However, in later stages it is found that some users may have X.509 

certificates which have different identifiers and attributes issued by different identity providers. 
 

Different approaches proposed as below are based on the identity attribute associated with identity 

provider as: 
 

 Distribute Mediation: Illustrated by (Chadwick, D.W, 2009) subjects can decide the accounts 

from different identity providers they are linked together. This work on based on the trust 

relationship between identity providers. Subject can only share the information if identity 

provider has the partnership relationship. Whenever, subject accesses any relying party for 

service, then the associated identity provider will forward all attributes that are linked to 

different identity provider. 

 

 Single Mediation: Single party is in charge of linking identity attributes from different 

identity providers. There are four main types under this system as “Identity proxing” approach, 

subject trust to an identity provider which acts as mediator or referred as primary identity 

provider. This provider knows the other identity provider, where subject’s identity account 

exists. Whenever any request comes from relying party to primary identity provider, then it 

sends the request to all associated identity providers, collects attributes and aggregates them, 

then sends to relying party via primary identity provider. “Client based” approach, is another 

approach where clients redirect the request of subject’s identity attributes to each identity 

provider that has some subject’s attributes, subject need to authenticate at each provider for this. 

Clients then pull the required attribute from the identities provider and combine/aggregate it and 

send to relying party. With the “Relying party” approach the only difference is that instead of 

client now replying party will perform the above functions mentioned in client based approach. 
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 Link based: This is an approach where web services are in charge of maintaining list of 

links for each subject to identity accounts of the subject. This service assigns local identifier to 

each subject that will be assigned the unique identifier for all subjects that are registered at 

same linking services and this associate with local identifier, known at different identity 

providers. We may also assign assurance level to their corresponding identity providers 

(Gemmill, J., et al, 2008). 

 

2.4 Presence in Cloud as SaaS / Identity as a Service (IDaaS) 

Cloud will provide real potential of the Internet, because enterprises could deploy innovative services 

and improved opportunities through cloud services.  So, presence is a core component of an identity 

in real time in a cloud. Management of presence must be extended by capture of more information, 

especially identity information to make available or attributes associated, such as recent activity, 

location, preferred method of communication, like email, IM etc. SaaS providers and their customers 

for cloud applications found many interesting identity challenges. Enterprises need to implement 

standard identity management functionality, such as authentication, SSO, users provisioning and user 

management. The reason behind is that design and implementation of identity management system is 

done in a way of accessing inside the enterprises and users cannot access applications outside of 

corporate firewall. With the passage of time, enterprises implemented effective model of identity 

management, such as SSO (standard, web agents etc). In June 2008, Salesforce use of Security 

Assertion Markup Language (SAML) for SSO implementation. Benefit governed by them was that 

instead of proprietary SSO, SAML provided access to hundred applications all based on SAML 

standard. It defines the XML formats for identity and attributes information, including the protocols for 

request/response. 

 

 

Identity as a Service (IaaS) essentially provides the power to SaaS model to solve the identity related 

problems and provides SSO for web applications, federations techniques, strong authentication and 

management services etc. IaaS is the key concept for other aspects in cloud environment, because if we 

cannot manage our identities and their access rights consistently, then we cannot build compliant in the 

cloud. The approach is policy management for different services, federation standards using SAML, 

authorizations services using eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML). Some of IaaS 

vendors are TriCipher, Arcot system and Ping Identity. So, we may conclude that the biggest challenge 

or threat in a cloud environment is manageability which includes identities, authentication and 

authorizations. Therefore, identity access strategy plays a vital role in a cloud environment. It must be 

coordinated between various cloud services and between enterprise identity data stores. It needs 

flexible, centric identity management that supports such identity protocols, mechanisms, various 

platforms, applications, etc. Users must be able to control their own personal information. 
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2.5 Identity Compliance “Legal Requirements and Standards of 

Digital Identity in Cloud” 

One of the aspects in identity management is dealing with compliance that relates on identity or identity 

attributes, because these attributes carry very sensitive information and these attributes should comply 

with some regulations and laws. Example, such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(HIPAA, 1996) and Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), etc. So, it is mandatory these 

days to deploy any processes and/or tools in a way that either data collection, storing and management 

practices should comply with these regulations and acts keeping with organization or enterprises needs. 

(Baldwin, A., et al, 2008) specify identity compliance that deals with “providing the visibility into two 

risks associated with identity information” including solution how to use identity information according 

to laws, regulations and acts. Accessing risk assessment related to information management is 

complex process. 

 

Some risk addressed in (Baldwin, A., et al, 2008) are: 

 

1. Collection of identity information in unlawful manner. 

2. Collection in inaccurate manner. 

3. Access identity information without permission 

4. Restriction of subjects to access and manage their own information. 

 

Such risk could be solved based on combination of different techniques, methods and technologies. 

Such technologies could be an implementation of access control systems, which will provide fine 

grained control with privacy for sensitive information. Example, privacy aware role based access 

control (Ni, Q., E. Bertino, and J. Lobo, 2009) and implementation of secure data storage. 

 

Today for cloud computing environment various forms of compliance exist. Some of major 

compliances that exist and initiated by industries are Sarbanes Oxley, Basel, Health Information 

Privacy Act (HIPPA) and credit card data safety (PCI) are important for their respective. Similarly, 

standard of auditing (SAS70) governed by outsourcing cloud vendors. Laws like Electronic 

Communication Privacy Act (ECPA) concerns about the privacy and data transparency of location 

in cloud computing, these set of laws are govern for data privacy and security. 

 

Today it  is  not  clear  that  government  agencies  have  trust  in  cloud  security.  Federal Trade 

Commission (FTC) of US is investing security implications of cloud for remote data processing 

(FTC, 2009). Not only that US government issued “Safe Harbor” privacy framework, managing 

data across/ between two regions US and EU. We need the newer compliance that are specific to 

cloud computing, because all compliances are no longer limited to existing regulations 

(Shubhashis, Vikrant & Vibhu, 2011). 
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Chapter 3. Integrated Standards, Technologies and Systems 
 

“This chapter as qualitative analysis, will bring you to understand current standards and 

technologies related to identity management system with the aspects of security and privacy” 

 

3.1 Overview “Principal, Architecture, Standard, Technologies and 

Infrastructure” 

Development and adaptation of any web services can be extended to some factors related to 

development of the service-oriented architecture (SOA) or service-oriented approach. Our main vision 

should be about the methods, techniques and tools enabling project to build, handle complex and 

flexible processes. Web services and SOA are not new things for today’s digital world, but they can 

be considered on a large extent, such as for distributed systems, integration of enterprise applications 

and adaptation for standards. 
 

Web services defined by (Austin, D., Barbir, A., 2004 ) “web service is a software system identified by 

a URI [RFC 2396], whose public interfaces and bindings are defined and described using XML. Its 

definition can be discovered by other software systems. These systems may then interact with the web 

service in a prescribed manner by its definition, using XML based messages conveyed by Internet 

protocols”. 
 

1. Principle: At technical level, SOA refers to some artifacts. First, services are offered to 

provide functionality to the real world and to encapsulate reusability of functions today or in the 

future. Second, assignment of service responsibility for particular functions/services. Third, 

agent or service provider realization for services and used by service requester. Fourth, client 

interacts with services based on the rules defined by service provider. Fifth, specification and 

rules for services. To invoke any service clients does not need any information about the internal 

structure, such as database or language of implementation languages. 
 

2. Architecture: In order to facilitate interoperable web services, Web Services Architecture 

Working Group at (W3C) defined the need of standard reference architecture for web services 

(Booth ,et al.,, 2004) which is conceptual and is used to identify common characteristics of web 

services required for ensuring interoperability between different web services. Simply, how 

functions are grouped in a specific software module. These models are different types of 

message oriented models, i.e. message formatting, structuring, service oriented model i.e. 

service exchanged between requester and accepter, resource model, i.e. URL based and policy 

model i.e. XML documents. 
 

3. Standard and Technologies: Any web services rely upon the technologies used to 

implement standards.  World Wide Web (W3) foundation is allowing for identification of 

resources, Universal Resource Identifier URI (Berners-Lee, 1994), for the representation of 

state and protocols that handles the interaction between request and accepter in a web space. 
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Figure 13: Technological Overview of Web services of (Elisa Bertino and Kenji 

Takahashi, 2011) 
 

Example are hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), XML schema (Berners-Lee, 2004) XML 

standards including the eXtensible Markup Language, SOAP (Gudgin, M., et al, 2007), Web 

Services Description Language (WSDL) (Christensen, E., Curbera, 2001) and Universal 

Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) (Clement, L., Hately, 2004). 
 

3.2 Related Technology and Standards 

Identity management systems depend on standards they use. Some of the standards that offer these 

identity services are: 

 

3.2.1 OASIS, Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
 

This is a specification to manage the identity federation or XML based standard framework for 

exchanging authentication and authorizations information securely between applications and systems. It 

provides relation between two different subject’s identities based on some standard. SAML provides 

services to subjects to create, update and delete links on a “need to know” basis to access the 

information about the links. SAML 2.0 (Anderson, A, 2005) is the latest one, which specifies identity 

management in two different ways. The first one is data format/assertion and procedure for 

transmitting assertions between relying parties and identity providers. An example of SAML is browser-

based SSO services. 

 

The structure comprises four layers, profiles, binding, protocols and assertion. Assertion defines about 

the facts on subjects like authentications events. Whereas profiles, binding and protocols define the 

assertion process (Anderson, A, 2005). Also SAML 2.0 includes metadata (Anderson, R. J, 2008) and 

authentication context (Andrieux, A., Czajkowski). Metadata is a bo u t  the agreement between IDPs 

and RPs, which establish trust relations for electronic transactions or communication. For instance, 

metadata for IDPs and RPs include certificates and binding. 
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Figure 14: Structure of SAML (Elisa Bertino and Kenji Takahashi, 2011) 

 

SAML structure includes the following key components: 
 

1. SAML Profile: Is a core layer of the structure. Each profile corresponds to a set of functions 

and each function is defined within the assertion, protocols and binding. So, we can have same 

profile that could be implemented differently based on different combinations. Profiles such as 

SSO, include web browser SSO profiles, enhanced client proxy, identity provider discovery, 

single logout profile and name identifier management profiles, artifact resolution profile, 

assertion query, request profile and name identifier mapping profile. Beside this it defines for 

use with other technical specification. 

 

2. SAML binding: Defines mapping of protocols messages onto communication protocols such as 

HTTP, SOAP etc. For instance, SAML SOAP binding explains about the mapping of SAML 

protocols onto SOAP. 

 

3. SAML Protocols: Defines pairs of request and response used to exchange SAML related data or 

messages. For instance, if request and response are in the form of authentication, then they are 

defined as “AuthRequest” and “AuthResponse”. SAML v 2.0 includes protocols such as 

assertion query and request protocol, authentication request, artifact resolution, name identifier 

protocols, single logout and name identifier mapping protocols etc. 
 

 

4. SAML Assertion: Expresses security information in a  machine processable format. For 

instance, identity management of identity providers provides SAML assertion about the subject 

on which RPs take decisions on the subjects. An assertion is a set of information and 
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statements, like receiving parties, expiration time, issuance time and issuers. These statements 

are of three types: authentication, attribute, and authorization decisions. SAML assertion is 

signed by issuer e.g. IDPs with XML signature to maintain the integrity of assertion. 

 

3.2.2 Liberty Identity Web Services Framework 

 

This is a framework especially designed for identities on which web services can use it securely across 

enterprises boundaries (LIWF). It provides solutions for identity data managed by different RPs for 

identity management upon the request by a subject. Identity management is based on ID-WSF. It 

consists of discovery service as identity provider and set of RPs. This discovery service helps to find 

RPs and accessing RPs for providing identity data for a subject. From the security and privacy 

prospective, ID-WSF provides services as opt-in discovery registration and dynamic acquisition of 

consent from subjects. Opt-in, which allows subjects themselves to manage and control identity data 

service between the RPs through discovery services. Dynamic acquisition of constent, includes service 

specification (ID-WSF service specification) that enables RPs to interact in order to release identity 

data managed by RPs with subject’s permission to other RPs during the ongoing identity transaction. 

So, on the fly subject’s has full control of identity data for releasing it from one party to another. 

 

3.2.3 OpenID 

 

This is another approach for identity management, which allows users to dynamically choose their 

identity providers. Basic idea behind is that to represents the identity of subject as universal resource 

indicator (URI). They have set of specifications for authentication, attributes exchange, provider 

authentication policy exchange, etc. OpenID is very similar in protocols to SAML 2.0 web SSO 

profile. Open ID and   SAML 2.0 uses HTTP redirect mechanism to transmit authentication result 

between RPs and IDPs. The differences between the two are discovery mechanism. In case of 

OpenID, subjects have to select the IDP each time for identity data exchange, whereas SAML location 

of IDPs is described by data format. In general it was developed for the customer applications. 

Therefore, they designed it to be simple. Today major companies involved in this standard are 

Facebook, Google and Yahoo. Moreover, e-government services also using the OpenID for sharing 

public information. Open ID can be implemented using open source programs such as DotNet 

OpenAuth (OpenID.net) and OpenID Java (OpenID Java). 

 

3.2.4 Information Card-Based Identity Management (IC-IDM) 

 

Whenever subject manages the identity data using the information card, this approach is known as 

information card-identity management (IC-IDM) (Bertocci, V., G. Serack, and C. Baker, 2007). Card 

stores the set of claims about the identity of subjects (e.g. “Pandey01” as user and “age 26”). But 

important point here is that during the assertion, subject does not disclose the identity information in 

asserting the claim. Subject can maintain many cards as they want. Basically, there are two types of 
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cards. The first is known as “self issued” and the second is managed “information cards”. Self issued 

means that claims associated with card is issued by subjects (username, password or PIN) and 

information is stored at subject’s end, where subject have access or use it such as PC’s or PDA’s. Trust 

is managed between subjects and RPs. Whereas, managed cards are issued and managed by third party 

authorities, e.g. well known portal sites, financial institutions, credit card companies, companies 

employee cards etc. Here, trust is managed between card issuers and RPs. In identity transaction, user 

agents exchange only security tokens not information card. Security token could be XML formatted and 

should contains the policies or set of claims and security information, such as signature of issuer. They 

are encapsulated in WS-security, which allow to represent these tokens in a standard format, i.e. SAML 

assertion (SAML, 2001), Kerberos ticket or X.509 certificate. 
 

 

IC-IDM has two distinct features/characterises with respect to SAML and OpenID. Firstly, it provides 

unified handling of authentication and attributes exchange. For instance, it handles both authentication 

(e.g. “I am user pandeyO1”) and attributes exchange (e.g. “I am over 26”) in the same manner in terms 

of claims. IC-IDM provides security token to the RPs which acts as claims issued by IDPs. Security 

tokens are credentials such as X.509 certificates and Kerberos tickets. It is not necessary to provide 

authentication events information. 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Relationships between claims, information cards and security tokens (Elisa 

Bertino and Kenji Takahashi, 2011) 
 

Identity selectors provide user interface solutions in IC-IDM. Identity selector, by which subject’s 

can select the information cards, are used for ongoing identity transactions. SAML and OpenID 

use the HTTP redirection mechanism. Whereas, IC-IDM doesn’t. In IC-IDM identity selector fetch 

the claims to be presented by information cards from IDPs and send to RPs. It means that there is 

no direct exchange between IDPs and RPs for identity data. Identity selector manages and controls 

all traffic between IDPs and RPs (E Bertino & Takahashi 2011, Bertocci & C. Baker, 2007). 

 

http://library.books24x7.com.focus.lib.kth.se/SearchResults.aspx?qdom=author&scol=%7ball%7d&qstr=Elisa%20Bertino
http://library.books24x7.com.focus.lib.kth.se/SearchResults.aspx?qdom=author&scol=%7ball%7d&qstr=Kenji%20Takahashi
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3.2.5 Shibboleth 
 

This is project for authentication and authorization between institutions. The main focus is to 

solve federation  administration  of  authentication  and  authorization,  where  users  of  home 

institution can control authentication process with letting the enough information to the 

remote   resources   for   authentication   decisions.   Example,   KTH University   provides   this 

mechanism. Users only register once at origin site. If users want to authenticate at a  remote or 

another site, then user will be redirected to the origin site. Once the request is sent credentials 

provided will used to make authorization decision to access resources. Shibboleth provides 

privacy by sending only attributes that are useful for authorization decision (Needleman, 2004). 

 

3.2.6 OAuth 
 

It is a protocol which provides the solution to delegate access to protected resources, what is the 

result of increasing use of distributed web-services. This as per (Hammer-Lahav, 2010), is a 

protocol to allow secure API authorization in a standard and simple method. Protocol provides 

method to link services and let the service provider act on behalf of the user to authorize service. 

For using authorized services there is no need to exchange credentials with primary service 

provider. 
 

3.3 Security and Privacy Analysis 

Based on the above standards and technologies, we would like to analyse these standards and 

technologies in terms of security and privacy. 

 

3.3.1 Security Analysis  
 

We are analysing security properties based on the aspects of CIA, that is confidentiality, integrity and 

availability defined in ISO/IEC 27000 standards (ISO, 2009). In addition we will consider the 

authentication and authorization approaches in details, because project deals with identity management 

transactions. We will consider the type of attacks on nodes and communication channels. Nodes are 

subject, software, IDPs and RPs. Communication channels are exchanging messages between nodes. 
 

 

3.3.1.1 Confidentiality 

 

In identity management for any digital transaction the most important is information about identity 

data. 
 

1. Eavesdropping: For attack HTTP protocols messages were previously used, but now SAML 

and IC-IDM mandate hypertext transfer protocol secure (HTTPS) or Transport layer security 

(TLS). Whereas, OpenID does not mandate use of HTTPS, but it could be used. At the nodes, 

malicious employees may leak and abuse identity data at IDPs and RPs. So, use of 
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cryptographic techniques will provide better security. Issues could be used of URL in OpenID 

for identifier. Solutions could be filtering of URLs and limiting the connection duration. Issues 

could be Cross Site Script Request Forgery (CSRF) for authentication (Barth, A., C. Jackson, 

and J. Mitchell, 2008) at IDPs. Solution could be careful consideration in design and 

implementation of identity solutions. 
 

 

2. Replay: SAML assertion, OpenID assertion, and security token used in IC-IDM can be abused 

by malicious individuals. SAML and IC-IDM provides the countermeasure for these threats. 
 

 

3. Modification: Such attacks occur at communication channels and they do not seem to be 

relevant in confidentiality section. 
 

4. Man- in- the- Middle: Such attacks could be performed against communication channels 

and can be managed by end- to- end encryption based on mutual authentication between 

RPs and IDPs such as TLS. SAML allow RPs to explicitly require the end-to-end 

encryptions. 
 

5. Spoofing: When any legitimate node i s  replaced by other node, we call it spoofing. 

Spoofing between IDPs and RPs can be avoided using HTTPS and TLS, because such 

protocol enables the communication nodes to mutual verify their authenticity with PKI- 

digital certificates. Spoofing of IDPs and RPs could occur by malicious subjects. Solution 

for impersonation can be mitigated by strong authentication of the subject. Since our project 

using the concept of SAML, then we would say that SAML puts more weight on the 

assurance of identity with respect OpenID and IC-IDM. It provides the proper use of  

HTTPS  and  TLS  for  protecting  against  spoofing  of  IDPs  and  RPs.  SAML 

specification   includes   capabilities   for   enhanced   client   and   proxies,   which   have 

anti phishing capabilities. Strong authentication enhances security by means of multifactor 

authentication using digital certificates over conventional username and password 

authentication (Bhargav-Spantzel, A., et al., 2010). 
 

 

6. Denial of service: Denial of service is a form of attack where legitimate users ar e  

prevented from accessing the information and services (McDowell, M, 2004). These 

security aspects are in terms availability, because these attacks are more relevant to 

availability. 
 

3.3.1.2 Integrity 

 

Integrity is defined as property of accuracy and completeness of assets (ISO, 2009). 
 

1. Eavesdropping and replay: This attack is not relevant from integrity aspects and we have 

already discussed it in confidentiality issues. 
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2. Modification: Modification occurs during the communication channels and it may affect 

the identity data. For instance, fabricated or modified identity data inserted into 

communication channels. For protecting against such attack need to verify signature, as 

describe above in confidentiality section. Modification that occurs against the nodes may 

also damage identity of data. Same countermeasure can be used as in eavesdropping in 

terms of confidentiality aspects, such a s  encryption, may help to protect integrity at 

nodes. 

 

3. Man-in-the-Middle: Such attacks are managed by means of protecting the confidentiality. 

 

4. Spoofing: Spoofing can also damage security information. I f spoofed by malicious 

subjects, IDPs and RPs can act as legitimate entities and modify the information. Such 

attacks could also be managed by means of protecting confidentiality against spoofing 

attacks discussed above. 

 

5. Denial of Service:  This attack is more relevant to availability section. 
 

 

3.3.1.3 Availability 

 

Defined as property of being accessible and usable upon demand by authorized entity (ISO, 

2009) 
 

1. Eavesdropping and Replay: Such attack doesn’t pose serious risk in terms of availability. 

Countermeasure mentioned in the above section could manage it. 

 

2. Modification: With regard to availability, such attack again doesn’t pose serious risk in 

terms of availability. Countermeasure mentioned above could manage it. Message insertion 

could happen at communication channels and nodes. This can be viewed as DoS attack, 

we will discuss this issue in the next section. 

 

3. Man-in-the-Middle: Such attack can perform message insertion and deletion, as discussed 

previously. 

 

4. Spoofing: This attack may cause insertion and deletion, using the spoofed nodes. 

Countermeasure for MITM will be effective for it. 

 

5. Denial of Service: These attacks affect highly the availability of identity data and services 

(McDowell, M, 2004). Such attack could be performed by sending many authentication 

requests to IDPs due to which legitimate request cannot process normally. Such attack 

creates the distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS) (Mirkovic, J., and P. Reiher, 2004). 

Once malware is sent and installed at end device, such PC’s, those devices could be in 
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millions and can be controlled remotely e.g. IDPs servers.  But, such attacks are managed 

by SAML concept, where many ongoing research is treat how to prevent this type of attack 

(Xie, Y., and S. Yu, 2009 & Murayama, J., et al, 2010). 

 

3.3.1.4 Repudiation 

 

Repudiation is wrong events or actions. Key of non repudiation is commonly to protect against the 

false denial (ISO, 2009). Such problem can also occur in the identity transaction. In identity 

management we focus repudiation by IDPs and RPs. whereas, repudiation by subjects should be 

solved using proper authentication. Although, this is not an attack, it needs serious consideration for 

identity transaction. For instance, if IDP issues an assertion to an illegitimate subject and that 

caused damage to RP, then RP must be able to prove that IDP issued the assertion. HTTPS and 

TLS provide non repudiation capabilities and such things are mandated by SAML specifications. 

Certificate-based signatures on identity artifacts present non-repudiation capabilities and this is also 

specified in SAML. 
 

 

3.3.1.5 Authentication 

 

Any approach can offer authentication functions by themselves and they provide the mechanism 

for exchanging authentication polices and sharing the results. SAML provides authentication 

context, which is a mechanism focused on authentication (OASIS, 2005). This is framework for 

expressing authentication events are such events expressed in terms of authentication context 

format, which included requests for authentication from RPs to IDPs. Authentication context as 

part of SAML assertion can be included in security tokens. SAML supports SSO with capabilities 

for SSO and single logout. This single logout minimizes the risk to log out users that are not 

actually engaged. 

 

3.3.1.6 Authorization 

 

Authorization means that the process by which subject is allowed to access resources. SAML 

supports authorization with eXtensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML). This is set of 

standardization specifications for schemas for authorization policies and authorization decision 

requests/responses. SAML protocol can transport messages between in IDPs and RPs for 

authorization described in XACML. Authorization between RPs can be implement using ID-

WSF. SAML and ID-WSF can offer attributes for subjects, which facilitates better authorization 

decisions (OASIS, 2005). 
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3.3.2 Privacy Analysis 

 

Privacy varies and is multifaced by age, region and community. In identity transaction we need to 

focus on how to preserve “unlinkability” for digital transactions by considering available 

approaches. (Pfitzmann, A., and M. Hansen, 2009) define the unlinkability of two or more items 

from an attacker point of view within the system. Attacker can’t distinguish whether these items of 

interest are related or not. Unlinkablity of any digital transaction breaches by collaboration between 

RPs and by IDPs and between IDPs and RPs, which must be protected under the privacy scope. 
 

In order to protect unlinkability collaboration between RPs, SAML provides the pseudonymous 

account linking (SAML, 2005). Assigning pseudonymous for each IDP-RP pair prevents RPs from 

correlating item by matching identities associated with item of interest. However, SAML cannot 

prevent IDPs or collaborating IDPs and RPs from correlating the item of interest. (Carnard et al, 

2009) proposed the extension of SAML to protect the unlinkability of collaboration between IDPs 

and RPs and by IDPs. 

 

3.3 Research Results and Conclusions 

This chapter focuses on standards and technologies, which reflects different solutions for identity 

management implementation. As we already discussed, if product is able to identify, verify and 

authenticate then we know product as “Identity management”, but if we identify, verify and 

authenticate in a secure manner, then we know product as “Secure Identity Management (IDMS)”. 

Secure IDMS could be achieved by using SAML specifications, because SAML provides/offers 

wide range of security solutions. 

http://www.google.se/search?hl=en&biw=1366&bih=685&q=pseudonymous+account+linking&spell=1&sa=X&ei=jl5jUZ6KGK6P4gSQi4CgDw&sqi=2&ved=0CCcQvwUoAA
http://www.google.se/search?hl=en&biw=1366&bih=685&q=pseudonymous+account+linking&spell=1&sa=X&ei=jl5jUZ6KGK6P4gSQi4CgDw&sqi=2&ved=0CCcQvwUoAA
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Chapter 4. Artifact, Secure Design and Architecture, Related 

Components of IDMS 
 

“This chapter describes concepts, design and architecture overview, related components of IDMS 

based on the exploring the research done at SEC_Lab and current literature as we discussed”. 

 

4.1 Overview of Security Architecture (Prof. Sead Muftic, 2011) 

Design of our security architecture is based on our functional architecture. This architecture 

provides security services by components defined in a functional architecture. Extending the 

concept of SaaS to IaaS approach brings the idea of several security components, which are 

common to all application servers and their services. 

 

Since all components are in cloud, then it is important for our security services to be generic in a 

way that they will be automatically applied as per individuals requirement, i.e. justable to users, 

applications and other services. Such results for security in large distributed environment can be 

found in previous research done by (Abdul Ghafoor, Sead Muftic and Gernot Schmölzer, 2010 

and Abdul Ghafoor, Sead Muftic, 2010). Based on the results found in these research, our extended 

functional architecture with additional security components and services will be in a cloud 

computing environment. 

 

4.1.1 Security Access Point (SAP) 

 

Security Access Point (SAP) is front end security device for the basic initial service authentication 

based on the open standards. We used authentication protocol based on the FIPS 196 standard 

(NIST), so identification is also based on the FIPS 196 protocol using client certificate. 

 

Certification Authority (CA) server, which provides certification services in a cloud, issued the 

certificates to client and to the SAP server.  It will store certificates with X.500 compliant directory, 

whereas another server provides registration and identification services in a cloud. Authentication 

between CA and SAP server uses the SSO protocol. Standard for these services is SAML. SAML 

server and SSO authentication is the next component, SAP server will provide the SSO. Once 

the client is authenticated, it will issue SAML ticket for authorization before accessing resources.  

Authorization polices are enforced by using standard Policy Decision Point (PDP) and Policy 

Deployment Point (PEP). PEP server and authorization enforcement is the final security provided 

by SAP server. 
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4.1.2 Security Infrastructure Server 

 

IDMS is X.500 Active Directory compliant server that will store registration of data resources. 

This includes data for users, enterprises, cloud platforms and virtual servers registration in the 

cloud. Users registration is data stored in IDMS server with OpenStack platform. In this case, these 

servers are synchronized. 
 

 

 

Figure 16: Security components and architecture for cloud computing environments (SEC_LAB, 

2012) 
 

Due to cloud environment, it supports open access by the users registered at IDMS. There should 

be binding between IDMS server to the OpenStack server, so that cloud users can access secure 

cloud services of OpenStack architecture. Over the binding of IDMS server, different type of cloud 

users will follow authorization policy based on PIV authorization system and OpenStack platform. 

PIV authorization system will offer roles- based access control for SaaS environment. 

OpenStack will provide role-based access control in a cloud platform (PaaS). These two systems 

are dependent on IDMS server for secure identities of entities registered in the IDMS. 

 

4.2 Security Architecture of Central Security System for Cloud 

Environments 

4.2.1 Overview of functional Architecture 

 

In this section we will describe functional architecture, which includes basic components of our 

security architecture with components of cloud computing based on cloud services. These services 

are classified as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure 
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as a Service (IaaS). For our functional description, we will consider the SaaS, where our 

application server acts as software and these servers may even provide the same type of services. 

All servers are accessed by services they provide rather than client server model way. Users access 

some of components in a cloud through request broker and these are components will send the 

request to specific server for their service they offer. Server called Application Access Point 

Server (AAP), depending upon the requests and parameters, this sever will distribute services 

to the individual application servers. Server called Service Publishing and Dispatching 

Server (SPD), which discover and publish services based on the concept of UDDI server, as 

mentioned by OASIS (OASIS, 2005). AAP server inquires SPD server to discover application 

services, parameters, principles and invocation must supply a request. All these services access 

between SDP and AAP is through web services APIs. Server called Communication Access Point 

(CAP), which accepts all the requests coming from different communication protocol because 

today cloud services not only be access by HTTP/ web access, but also through other technology 

and their relative supported protocols, e.g. Wi-Fi, RFID etc. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 17: Functional Architecture (SEC_lab). 
 

Figure 17 represents the CAP for all communication protocols, then we have AAP for accepting 

and distributing the services from one application server to another in a cloud for the specific 

services. 

 

Secure Client in order to provide secure services, as mentioned in the above section. Standard 

clients must be extended with security components. Secure web browser with smart card is the 

important aspect in this context. PIV cards, based on FIPS 201 will provide strong 

authentication to the cloud. Such card can be used for local and global authentication, but can’t be 

used for SSO and other authorization service, because SAML ticket can’t be stored in a PIV applet. 

So we can use additional security applet in our PIV card for this service. It is fully compliant with 
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FIPS 201 standard and it contains the PIV applet which support the PIV security services (Prof. 

Sead Muftic, 2011). 

 

Client performs strong authentication using authentication protocol with SAP server based on 

the certificate sent to the server. Certificate is verified either using verification of signature and 

certificate status using on-line certificate status protocol (OCSP), based on configuration of the 

SAP server. SAP will perform strong authentication based on successful validation of certificate 

and users identification data. SAP server sends SAML authentication request to PDP server. If user 

is authorized to use resources, then PDP server will return SAML authorization response as SAML 

ticket to the client. This ticket can be used for both authentication and authorization purposes. Flow 

for this action will include, the request for SAML ticket, sending to SAP server, then forwarding 

to PDP server, reply back to SAP server and access to the applications server for the service. User 

will be aware and interact with client front in but is not aware about the actions. Use of PIV card 

as secure component is not included in this research, but they are part of this complete research 

project. 
 

4.3 Authorization System 

4.3.1 Overview 

 

System which is designed for providing access control decisions. In cloud, we have different 

application services which consume same physical resources. Each application will be designed for 

specific requirement and purpose. Hence, it is important to have correct access control for each 

application services that will perform access by consumers or users. For such system users must 

properly authenticate and then based on policy or rule/principle be authorized to use services. On 

one side we have number of independent application services and on the other side we have the 

number of different types of consumers increasing. So it is necessity to have an independent 

access control considering cloud environment. Otherwise our systems become costly and complex 

to manage. Independent access control can be managed by creating and implementing security 

policies and enforcing those policies for any actions or events, which will help to secure and 

provide the effective authorization system. 

 

4.3.2 PEP and PDP Authorization Services and Administration 

 

In our project architecture we implemented role-based authorization service system. The system 

provides authorization service for cloud application services. Policy Deployment Point (PDP) 

implements and provides role-based access control mechanism to any application service. It makes 

decision based on the policy created and stored by administrator. So, administrator assigns 

different access roles to each user in order to access specific applications services. Each 

application service is protected using Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). This system helps to 

implement separate service for each application. All requests concerning accessing the resources 
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will come at PEP, which will send authorization request which contains the resources, type of 

action, and role of particular user. Then PDP evaluates such parameters against the policy at PDP 

and returns the result back to PEP to enforce the authorization decision for particular services. All 

exchanges between PDP and PEP are using XACML format. 

 

4.3.3 Design of Service and Protocols 

 

System is designed based on web services technology. Each services has some set of input 

parameters and corresponding output parameters. These parameters confirm request and response 

message for service, which is in XML format. All security service providers register their 

service and publish WSDL URL’s at IDMS system. So, any application search service at IDMS, 

obtains the URL of WSDL file of it and consumes the service. For SSO Services, SAML server 

provides SAML ticket or SSO service to application service providers. For transmitting the SAML 

message, system is using the HTTP-Redirect or HTTP-POST binding. In order to get the SAML 

ticket, we defined the SAML service provider endpoint, where any application service provider 

needs to connect on it using the requests Request_SAML_Ticket service. Using this call it will send 

SAMLAuthenticationRequest message to SAML service provider directed to SAML server via 

central authentication server. By response of result of authentication server, it passes 

SAMLAuthenticationRequest again to SAML server. Based on this request, SAML server issues 

SAMLAuthenticationResponse. SAMLAuthenticationRequest will check and match credential 

registered in IDMS database with the assurance level of identity for authentication process. Then all 

credentials included in response message which will be digitally signed by SAML service provider. 

After successful authentication, users request access to services.  As  we  already  discussed,  PDP  

server  delivers authorization  service  based  on XAMCL policies, where as PEP server connects to 

PDP server for obtaining the ticket using the Request_XACML_Ticket service. Then PEP service 

sends XACMLAuthorizationRequest to PDP service, which results in authorization decision as 

XACMLAuthorizationResponse message. PEP functionality ensures protection of resources and 

initiates an evaluation for authorization process. In summary our research project is based on 

SAML ticket based SSO service. PDP server will provide role-based authorization service. All 

security services are designed using approach of web service technology (Pro. Sead and Davit, 

2012). 
 

4.4 Central Security System 

Security system which is core components of all components/entities used. It contains all major 

systems through which it delivers the identity management services covering both concepts of 

identification, authentication and authorization in terms of services. 
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Figure 18: Central Security System 
 

Three major components of the central security system is IDMS, CA and SAML server. 

IDMS Server maintains and provides the identity of users and other components of IDMS, e.g. 

enterprises, cloud platforms and virtual servers, etc. whereas CA Server generates, distributes, signs 

and maintains certificates for the all associated entities of central security system. SAML and PDP 

server and all services are managed considering the same server as SAML server. Single server 

which plays vital role for deployment of policies with issuing the SAML ticket discussed in 

previous section. A central security system is managed by cloud security administrator. 

 

4.5 Cloud 

What is cloud computing? It is a new opportunity around the shared resources. Cloud users can 

sense about the value of cloud computing today, but their understanding of issues is incomplete. 

Cloud concept is broadly in itself, defined as cloud computing and cloud services. 
 

 

Cloud computing: “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on 

demand network access to share pool of configuration computing resources(e.g. network, 

servers, storage, applications and services)”(CSA,2011). 
 

 

Cloud Services: “Services that are expressed by cloud and delivery over the Internet or 

private network. Services are infrastructure as service (IaaS), Platform as service (PaaS) 

and Software as service (SaaS) etc.” (Vic (J.R.) Winkler, 2011). 

 

 

http://library.books24x7.com.focus.lib.kth.se/SearchResults.aspx?qdom=author&scol=%7ball%7d&qstr=Vic%20(J.R.)%20Winkler
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4.5.1 Web Services in a Cloud 

 

SaaS provides the solution by which users are allowed to use web browser to access  

software that resides in cloud. SaaS reduces and eliminates the need for on site, data canter based 

applications, administrative support for applications as well as better data storage. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 19: Web Services, programs can call in order to obtain the specific task. To call a web 

services, program sends a message to web services, then waits for web services to return result. 
 

 

SaaS supports wide range of applications with cost effective and long term solution. Cloud based 

web services allow developers to call from within the programs they create to accomplish specific 

functions. SaaS provide services directly to developers created programs using web services and 

to users using SaaS applications. In this research, we will call set of web services application 

program interface (API) e.g. “OpenStack Identity Service”. These APIs that programmers can use 

for their purpose from across the web using the program we created. 

 

4.5.2 Identity In A cloud  
 

Many services in a cloud need to uniquely identify the user, some for solving the purpose of access 

rights and some giving our personalization experience. Few years ago, there were two ways to 

identify users. First, credentials using username and password unique to applications. The other 

was network credentials in the local network. Then latter, we opted a friendly method called logon 

once use all service we know. Now, I am having more than 50 accounts on various sites including 

jobs, social, professional etc. I forget credentials sometimes, because every website sets some 

principle to create password and does not provide user preference. So, now we need to have better 
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management of our “identity” in cloud. Cloud computing needs more flexible and secure identity 

management. Applications running in the cloud may conceptually be internal applications, in this 

case identity of users and their access rights may all get suspicious and may even fall into wrong 

hands. Cloud applications security facilitates these options for security and on the other hand they 

need less strict form of identity, because they are intended for public use. 

 

Cloud, Identity as a Service (IDaaS): Cloud security alliance (CSA, 2011) refers to management 

of identities in the cloud apart from providers and applications. Two definitions understanding of 

IDaaS, firstly refers to Managed Identity Services (MIS), in which service provider  provides  the  

on  and  off  site  services  to  users/customers  e.g.  SSO, directory management etc. Secondly, 

refers to Identity and Access Management (IAM), predominantly as web service, within the service 

oriented architecture (SOA). These services are referred to as identity management “IM web 

services”. 

 

We may say that secure IDMS system scope will be oriented towards the I AM services, because of 

integration of IDMS system with OpenStack. Also, since system is IM web services and such 

system may lack in integration framework for their services: authentication, authorization and 

policy query. So, current challenge of IDaaS is security, which depends on type of identity being 

managed within cloud. In regard to SaaS, we can say how well IDaaS meets the needs of different 

users internal, enterprise employees, external and consumers etc. Keeping this context, we decided 

to choose OpenStack cloud platform to meet these challenges. On the other hand some more 

challenges of IDaaS like interoperability and API model for facilitating the development   (CSA,   

2011). As we discussed previously, our design is based on Simple Cloud Identity Management 

(SCIM) and we are integrating the two systems in way that OpenStack and SCIM is interoperable 

to each other including all functionality at both ends. Whereas SCIM based IDMS also provides its 

own APIs, which helps with integration and development of other systems. 

 

4.6 Identity Service Concepts in OpenStack: “Keystone” Cloud 

Platform 

Identity management for OpenStack is called “Keystone”, which is an OpenStack identity 

service. All elements are configured via primary configuration file (etc/Keystone.conf) and have 

separate logging configuration file. 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.unboundid.com/blog/2011/05/10/simple-cloud-identity-management-scim/
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Figure 20: Relation of IDMS Client to Components of OpenStack 

 

The above figure demonstrates the IaaS solution by means of collection of projects in 

OpenStack. 
 

Project Components Description 

Horizon Dashboard User and Admin administration. 
Nova Block Device/ Compute Virtual servers and volumes management.  

Glance Image Service VM disk images 

 

Table 2: OpenStack components and projects. 
 

 

Key concepts in OpenStack: 
 

Users: “A digital representation of a person, system, or service that uses OpenStack cloud 

services” (OpenStack, 2011). Authentication services, validating the users claims. Users have a 

login and assigned tokens and it can assigned directly to particular tenant and behaves in that 

way. 

 

Credentials: “User can present to prove they are who they are” (OpenStack, 2011) .e.g username 

and password, API key etc. 

 

Authentication: “Authentication is the act of confirming the identity of a user or the truth of a 

claim” (OpenStack, 2011). Is a process of validating the claim e.g. username and password, 

username and API key and issuing the user a token. 
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Figure 21: Keystone Identity Manager (OpenStack, 2011) 

 

Tenant:  “Is  a  container  used  to  group  or  isolate  resources  and/or  identity  objects” 

(OpenStack, 2011). Based on the service operator, a tenant may map to a customer, account, 

organization or project. 
 

 

Endpoint: “A network-accessible address, usually described by URL, where a service may be 

accessed” (OpenStack, 2011). 
 

 

Role: “User assumes when performing a specific set of operations” (OpenStack, 2011) e.g. role-

based token issued to a user based on this users consume services accordingly. 
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Identity user management in OpenStack is based on three major concepts: users, tenants and roles, 

whereas the identity service management is based on the services and endpoints. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 22: Demonstrating overview relation between the three major systems Authentication 

(IDMS), OpenStack Identity Services (Keystone) and Authorization Services. 
 

For this research we will concentrate and discuss in detail two systems: Secure Identity 

Management System (IDMS) and OpenStack system. Briefly about the flow, user sends request 

to identity services IDMS client, and then this request will be passed to the OpenStack services, 

where user will be identified, verified and registered. Based on the Keystone response,  OpenStack  

Identity  services  will  response  back  to  IDMS  system  to  perform  the services requested by 

user. 

 

4.7 Related Concepts to Applications 

As a part of this research, there are many application services which will interact with IDMS 

system. Users who want to access these applications services must first register and verify their 

identity through IDMS. Once this is done, based on role- based PIV authorization system, 

particular user may access these applications. For instance, user who wants to access secure E-

Mail application must first register into IDMS system. Based on registration in IDMS, 
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authorization system will assign roles to users by authorization service administrator or application 

administrator “who created and launches these application services”. Then only user can access 

these services. Some applications are secure web browser and secure document manager etc. 

These applications are developed in accordance to the security components architecture with the 

concept of confidentiality and integrity. They are providing end-to-end security to users. 

 

4.8 Research Results and Conclusions 

Cloud computing environment is important today due its requirement from academic to private till 

government organizations. It includes all security technologies that will provide the standardized 

services to the customers. System should be easy to use, install and configure. All administrative 

tasks must be performed and understood well in advance. All systems should contain the rich set of 

APIs web services and interfaces, so that one can enhance the applications in cloud with security 

features and services. System should be compliant with security standards and its components 

should be modular, so each one can plug in and out with related functional components based on 

standards. 
 

 

This chapter explains the artifact architecture of SEC_LAB with technologies used behind it. 

Keeping identity services in cloud as aim, we found what is the importance of IDMS, its related 

systems/components and what are current challenges we have for identity services. Today we have 

to emphasise about the cloud identity services including flexibility, security, interoperability and 

API model for facilitating the development. 
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Chapter 5. Secure IDMS, Design Principle and Challenges 
 

 

“This chapter will focus on the IDMS current design challenges, principles and requirements for 

this research based on the exploring the current research and literature”. 

5.1 Design Challenges 

Understanding of the problem domain and current guideline principles is a key to design of the 

secure IDMS that will provide the well-mannered solution to this research problem. Below figure 

demonstrates the basic IDMS problem area, which will be considered during design of our secure 

IDMS. 

 
 

Figure 23: Identity Management Challenges (Damiani, deCapitani diVimercati & 

Samarati, 2003) 
  

Lifecycle Management: It is management of digital identity through the cycle of identity creation, 

update, maintain and terminate. This cycle will interact with different parties in a cloud 

environment, concerning with provisioning and revocation related to termination of identities. We 

have diversified forms of identity attributes with different solutions for each to validate and 

update attributes (Damiani, deCapitani diVimercati & Samarati, 2003). For instance, users has 

authority to change some information like secondary email address, phone number, other mails 

corresponding address, whereas some information is assigned to authority, like membership of 

users for service, UserID etc. 
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Format Representation: Since identity services communicated the identity attribute between the 

different identity providers, there must be format for expressing these attributes with the protocols 

to establish transactions and common control structure. Today an enterprise uses XML and 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) to represent digital identities. So identity information and 

attributes to exchange are in exact syntax e.g. Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) and 

lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP). Another aspect also concerns about minimal 

information disclosure, which aims towards minimizing information needed to verify certain 

claims. Least but not last, are other properties, as interoperability and extensibility, which are 

related to mapping various identities and related attributes between the several domains. Generally 

based on XML (Damiani, deCapitani diVimercati & Samarati, 2003) and JSON. 

 

Cross Domain Communication: Aim of cross domain requires innovative solutions for privacy  

and  security of  information  of  multiple  and  diversified  identities.  This also concerns the 

issues of managing distributed user profiles and having the way of using updated protraction 

techniques (Damiani, deCapitani diVimercati & Samarati, 2003). Today, in cloud it is important to 

manage user identities in cloud-based applications and services. 

 

Architecture: Centralized solution is one of the good solutions for identity provisioning, 

maintenance and revocation by a third party. Importance of this architecture is that it is simple in 

design, robust and easy to implement. But it is not granted to meet privacy and availability 

requirement issues. Other concern is scalability in terms of managing large amount of data. Use of 

portable devices, like PDAs or mobile phones requires good security. Not only this, IDMS also 

doesn’t rely on single authority but deals with distributed registration and certification authority. It 

is important that users are able to use their own preferences about the use of device, method to 

manage the identity based on the application (Damiani, deCapitani diVimercati & Samarati, 

2003). 

 

Administration of Identity: Multiple attributes are concerned with issues related to securely 

storing and transporting of information. Encryption is one key solution, but on the other side it 

also raises the problem of maintenance. Moreover, personalization solution also impacts, how to 

store information (Damiani, deCapitani diVimercati & Samarati, 2003). 

 

Trust Management: One of the key challenges o f  the identity management is the issue of trust. 

Identity management plays a vital role for accessing the connected resources/systems. So it is 

important for identity provider to manage personal data and permissions to be granted to access 

resources in a secure and reliable way. Use of right trust model is needed depending upon the data 

provided in terms of reputation level or/and reliability level (Damiani, deCapitani diVimercati & 

Samarati, 2003). 
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User  Experience:  Design  of  IDMS  is  a  very  complex  task, because  it  involves  the 

information technology and user interface with end-users. User experience covers several aspects. 

First user friendly application which cover the experience of authentication and authorization 

without decreasing the performance and security. Second automated task to be performed that 

involves policy and preference task (Bhargav Spantzel & Camenisch, 2007). 
 

 

5.2 Principles of Secure Identity Management System 

The research area in this context has alternative designs. We can look into requirements and 

principles that will solve our design issues. Covering the security issues as technical requirements 

exist in the economic and social sphere (Bhargav Spantzel & Camenisch, 2007). Based on research 

done till now we will elaborate the things covering our research gap problem. 

 

Today secure identity management needs security because of migration of parties (from academic 

to organization) towards cloud computing environment. Privacy as the second aspect, which covers 

disclosure of limited information to third party or handling data within a domain of use. The last is 

usability factor, like interface design, because cloud services are used by a number of users who 

will govern these services and we need to make it user friendly as we discussed in the previous 

section. We have standards that cover security aspects, like SAML etc. So in this section we will 

discuss briefly the principles of “security design” “privacy design” and “usability design”. 

 

5.2.1 Security Design 

 

IDMS is a valuable system because it keeps sensitive information about the personnel or 

systems, etc. and therefore it is targeted towards many attacks (Malik and Tomlinson, 2009). 

Digital identity and attributes data should be handled in a secure way. It would prevent from the 

attacks performed by attackers by believing and implementing the high trust model for the 

entire identity lifecycle. For instance, Facebook system is build to preserve privacy and maintain 

security against social attacks performed by attackers.  

 

Some of security design requirements as principle could be considered as: 
 

Centralized and Diversity:  Although centralized system storage of identity information is easy to 

implement and maintain, such storage is generally risky. IDMS implementation must work as 

specific need with appropriate safeguard. It should function in a way to provide fewer security risks 

associated and maintain the privacy of it (Hansen, Schwartz, et al., 2008). 

 

Mutual authentication: Mutual authentication of both parties is important to authenticate against 

each other (Dhamija & Dusseault, 2008). So that IDMS authenticates the right subject against any 

phishing attacks or digital identity theft. 
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Integration: User friendly integration will provide the solution for making decisions about sensitive 

context. User should be able to control his/her information with better understanding about the 

system. Hence, use of right and plain language is key to understand and gain the trust in the system 

(Cameron & Cavoukian, 2006). 

 

Delegation: IDMS should be implemented in a way that it should support the delegation 

(Hansen, Pfitzmann, et al., 2008). Each action to be performed by specific person should also 

support delegation to other person. 

 

Reliability and Availability: IDMS should protect against identity forgery and theft. It should 

provide the level of availability to associated partners for digital identity and attribute transaction. 

 

5.2.2 Privacy Design 
 

Privacy design of IDMS will encounter against the retrofitting of the existing system. The system 

which holds right information compliant to data protection from the start of development process 

(Cavoukian, 2006). The approach is to use the safeguard in the components and systems. All 

systems to be implemented using policies and procedure for the privacy concerning of users 

(Hansen, Schwartz, & Cooper, 2008). 

 

User control: User must have control of his/her information or personal data, which is basic 

fundamental of privacy. Only the required information should be disclosed for identity transaction 

with user consent (Cavoukian, 2006). 

 

Purpose limitation:  Deals  with  fundamental  concept  of  data  minimization,  which  is limitation  

of  use,  collection  and  disclose  of  personal  information  and  provides  the solution for the 

unauthorized use of personal data (Cavoukian, 2006). So, IDMS should be built in a way that it 

collects, processes and discloses the only required information means “what is necessary” for any 

event/action, what attribute and values are required and to whom we need to reveal this 

information (Hansen, Pfitzmann,et al., 2008). Not only this, the information to be released must 

be based on some conditional property. For instance, once users provides the right credentials to 

IDMS, like user name and password then only user may perform any action. In order to access 

the IDMS service user must register him/ her. 

 

In Built Privacy: Privacy is an important concern for any application. IDMS should be built 

with opt-out, but considering the opt-in for users preference for their privacy. Opt- out will give 

max privacy at initial but it needs to consider performance, personal preference and other 

parameters in order to build such property. 
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Directional Identity: Today we have two types of systems, i.e. omnidirectional identifier and 

unidirectional identifier. Omnidirectional identifier is used by public entities whereas unidirectional 

is used by private entities (Cameron, 2005). So, IDMS should support all degrees of identifiers 

supporting privacy, usability and security. Unidirectional systems are used on remote party whereas 

omnidirectional identifier is used by public entities, e.g. for validating parties in a certain 

relationship and allow discovery based on the identifier (Cavoukian, 2006). 

 

Policy Deployment and Enforcement: System should support policy related issues of the 

individual organization (Bhargav Spantzel, Camenisch, ET al., 2007). 

 

Trusted IDPs: User should be  able to use the IDPs based on his/her preference (Bhargav 

Spantzel, Camenisch, et al.2007), but if implementation of IDMS involves other IDPs, then trusted 

IDPs should be considered. 

 

5.2.3 Usability Design 
 

Today we need clear user interface design which will support understanding. Such understanding 

will help to create trust relations for any system. Usability is based on successful implementation 

by adopting certain technology. These requirements could be: 

 

Use of technologies: Inter functionality between multiple identity technologies run by multiple 

identity providers must enable for universal identity system (Cameron, 2005). This means that 

two systems could be interoperable, but segregation of identity provider should also exist, which  

offers the user control and preference over the means of identification in different contexts 

(Cavoukian, 2006). 

 

Understanding the approach: Approach of IDMS should be control, clear, simple, consistent across 

various domains and consider user preference (desktop, mobile etc). Clear interfaces, options and 

control using “opt-in” will gain maximum control over the data, which is important for any cloud 

environment (Cavoukian, 2006). 

 

Secure Infrastructure and Maintenance: Technical infrastructure will require to change, because 

partial identities evolve over the time. So migration of IDMS supports  other  technologies  in a user 

friendly way (Hansen, Pfitzmann,etal., 2008) and information to be supported across multiple 

environment from desktop to mobile (Bhargav Spantzel, Camenisch,et al., 2007) for cloud 

environment. 
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5.3 Current Challenges 

 

Regardless of principles for design of secure IDMS, there are many current challenges that are 

related to security and usability that should be resolved. 
 

Challenges of identity management (Rachna Dhamija & Lisa Dusseault, 2008) are: 
 

Identity Management is not a goal in itself: IDMS should provide the services seamlessly, securely 

and privately. Users want well-designed with enhanced security and privacy. Moreover, users are 

unwilling to invest money in security. IDMS offers time saving features, like SSO, form filling, but 

these features and benefits are hard to evaluate by users. The other side users need immediate 

benefits. 

 

Need for mutual authentication: Primary focus of IDMS is user authentication. Phishing attacks 

reflect that it is important for user to authenticate at IDP and RP. Attackers can spoof an IDP, which 

means that credentials can be discovered and reused. Not only these attackers can simulate website 

user interface elements and redirect to fake IDPs, they can also capture user identity data and 

credentials. This needs mutual authentication with supported protocols with training to users. 

Today interfaces and security indicators are inconsistent towards operating system and browser, 

what increases the risk of user error and standards efforts. So, building the IDMS should consider 

these aspects. 

 

Trust must be earned: Building trust and deciding who to trust is difficult task and decision 

involving risk assessment. Trusted authentication schemes sometimes fail, attacked and poorly 

implemented with a lose control on databases. Designers need usability analyses and security 

review before deployment. Also, development should consider trust model with policies that are 

beneficial to both users and RPs. 

 

Users follow the path of least resistance: Systems which are easy to download, install and 

configure are more likely to adopted systems. For instances, standard login, authentication process 

and password interfaces.  Well IDMS means users feel easy to configure correctly, integrate onto 

other systems with requiring additional software or cost. 

 

“Cognitive Scalability is as important as technical scalability” IDMS design should be 

considered the reducing approach of users burden because today users having increase number of 

identities and managing these identities is overwhelmed. IDMS should consider the cognitive 

scalability over the technical scalability. 

 

User consent could lead to maximum information disclosure: User content about managing the 

identity information and giving them the choices for more transaction doesn’t mean that it holds the 
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greater control of information disclosure, which results into the fact that rather than minimizing the 

identity data to reveal it gets reveals to third parties. Example, Microsoft’s Card Space. 

 

RPs want to control the customer experience: Most of RPs holds the control on the customer 

experience (consistent user interface, account sign-up and identity activities across the web) 

because of maintaining privacy, security and usability. Designing of IDMS must consider RPs own 

motivation rather than user prospective. Widely adopted IDMS can solve the problem for this issue. 

 

Considering these challenges we would focus on cloud identity challenges. Challenge discussed in 

the previous chapter at abstract level, but here we will focus on a concrete level. As per CSA (CSA, 

2011), they mentioned about the challenges regarding development and implementation as: 
 

 

Security: Security of identity management depends upon the type of identity managed within 

cloud environment. Types are internally, externally, admin, member, because these type vary 

greatly. 
 

Software as Service (SaaS): Meeting the needs of different types of users. 

 

Platform as Services (PaaS): Issues concerning web services interaction between applications and 

the Identity as Services. Example, storage of identity data, location and secure authentication, 

application access to user information. 
 

 

Infrastructure as Service (IaaS): Privileged access to virtual machines that manage or 

provisioned on IaaS platform. Shortly, linkability of user identity with virtual machines 

authenticity. 

 

Moreover, there are many uncertainties that arise due to development approach of identity 

management. Some of them are: 

 

 Clear definition, what identity services are and what functionality type we need or what we 

are looking for. 

 Developer must use Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) requirement. 

 Service offered must meet current standards. 

 Interoperability must exist. 

 To facilitate development, the need for well-defined Application Programming Interfaces 

(API). 
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5.4 Research Results and Conclusions 

 

In this chapter we found that for designing and building secure cloud identity management system, 

we need focus to security, usability and privacy factors. While providing the best solution for 

current challenges of identity management systems in cloud environment, design should be able to 

securely operate in a distributed cloud environment. Cloud identity management can provide the 

solution with centralized architecture for streamline administration. Security concerns, such as 

enforcing user access polices based on user type for  mitigating  the  risk,  able  to  manage  the  

multiple  identities  (local  id,  external  id,  email accounts, telephones etc). Development of IDMS 

should be easy to integrate to/from with other systems. SaaS application needs affordable and 

manageable identity solutions. Users can access applications locally and globally in a cloud, based 

on either local or global identifiers. Moreover, identity management solution should be able to 

reduce the cost and complexity from internal architecture/infrastructure to external cloud 

applications and SaaS. These principles and challenges will help to build secure IDMS as current 

requirements for cloud environment services. Detailed explanation will be in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Functional Architecture of Secure IDMS 
 

“In this chapter, we will discuss the architecture, detailed technical implementation of secure IDMS 

and follow up with the new requirements and design principles. This will present our design 

consideration and preference for cloud based Identity Management System” 

 

We believe adding some principles over the current existing principles could lead to goal of secure 

IDMS design. For this approach, we are going to use the deductive reasoning because the 

architecture consists of many components which are associated with IDMS, but for achieving the 

aim of this research, we are considering the two systems. 
 

6.1 Design Goals 

We assume that the system be should designed to make creating and managing user identities in 

cloud based services and application easier. Moreover to support user experience with existing 

deployments, specific need like simplicity of development and integration must apply to the 

existing authentication model. It is not about the integration of two systems, but it is about to 

provide the seamless integration, reducing the complexity of user management operations and 

extension of model in a cloud environment. Keeping the design goals to achieve the aim, we 

believe that centralized identity management approach meets our design principles for this research 

with the following points: 
 

Secure Identity Management: Strong authentication confirming “you are who you say you are”, 

authentication with your identity by is proving credentials such as username, user ID, password or 

token. These credentials and associated attributes that authentication mechanism uses to support 

both local IDMS authentication systems and global authentication mechanism. Maintaining both 

identifiers for users created at both systems. 

 

Well Managed User Operations: Keep track of users and their permissions “what they are 

permitted”, which is role-based. 

 

SSO services: This helps the users to login once and log out all services, users do not need to 

remember and use different credentials for one or more cloud services. 

 

Secure DB: All attributes that must be stored securely in a local environment of IDMS  client  side  

and only attributes that  are  needed  by  other  systems, that  is OpenStack systems, will be passed 

based on the type of requested services. 

 

Neutral Schema and Easy Extension Model: Platform to represent users in a  standard format 

and schema that will allow for exchange and use with cloud service provider. This will provide not 
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only easy extension of our design as per future requirements at the global end, but also easy 

further integration. 

 

Fast service: Easy to make it fast and will offer easy approach to move into, out of and around 

the cloud for cloud services. 

 

6.2 Design Goals Requirements 

In order to achieve the above mentioned goals, we need to have additional design principles for this 

design that is designing central secure identity management system based on the following 

requirements: 
 

Simplified and Generic Infrastructure: This gives the technique to keep the schema very 

flexible and evergreen and maintains the system balanced with simplicity, flexibility and 

practicality. 

Well defined web services: Design is oriented towards Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) 

approach and supported well defined application programming interface (API) of our own IDMS 

Client with the integration and interoperability with other systems. 

Distributed Cloud Services: Services can be accessed through the distributed server architecture, 

supports and offers the variable services. 

 

The above mentioned facts offer digital identity services using web services technology using 

Representational State Transfer (REST). User interfaces with services at IDMS client side using 

Java technology and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), as well the platform that depends on 

Windows and Ubuntu Operating System (OS). 
 

6.3 IDMS Design Principles 

Register once and meet your requirements:  This principle will help users to get into system the 

first time and access cloud service without providing credentials again. Whether you belong to any 

type of user in a cloud as normal user, customer, enterprise, internal or admin. You can register into 

system based on your preference and you can access services based on Role Based Access Control 

(RBAC) policies that are managed by PIV authorization system and polices of OpenStack systems. 

 

Turn on lights not light: This principle will help enterprises to easy access services any time 

when “available” without any fear, because user identifiers are synchronized with other systems. 

Even though one light turns off we can look because we will have other light as backup. Not only 

this, enterprises and organizations can save their details internally with their methods of 

authentication and only pass the required fields to the outside cloud platform system. 

 

Move in your own turn: This principle will help to maintain their own existing infrastructure and 

easy to get integrated with cloud platform system. 
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Generic and universal solution of IDMS: Design of IDMS would be based on the universal 

approach, which means that it would be easy to manage user identities over cross domains and 

make them easier to provide cloud services to users. Design is not limited to any organization or 

enterprise, but moreover it would cover government, public and private institutions, etc. This 

covers wide range of users varying from one organization to another, from one domain to another. 

Generic means that it covers the aspects of reduced complexity of user management and operations 

and provides common standard protocols. So, anyone can use it without any complexity. We 

can say that such systems will be globally accepted. In short, it is easy to in–out and move around 

the cloud. 

 

Open source and apply own security methodology: Since design of IDMS is managed in a 

flexible way, it is easy to maintain and implement by any organization for any type of users type 

due to standard design and open sources availability. We can say organization can manage their 

best security policies due to standard structure and requirement for the same. 

 

These primary principles motivate the design choice and lead towards the development of the 

IDMS. 
 

6.4 Secure Architecture 

Our secure architecture is designed based on considering current challenges, design principles, 

and Sec_Lab objective. We tried to match all these necessary aspects to come up with generic and 

secure architecture. At secure design objective, we match all existing security components with the 

today’s cloud identity management requirements. This architecture forms the cbaseline for 

developing secure functional cloud IDMS system for cloud services. 

 
 

Sec_Lab “ 
CryptoNET™ Security 

Providers” Project 
objective 

Secure Design 
Objective

Sub components of 
IDMS 

 Conceptual 
Architecture 

Definition & Scope : 
Shared security 

services providers

Secure IDMS design, 
considering todays 
cloud challenges , 

research ,Standards 
and Platfroms

Consideration of 
Subsyetms / components of 

Secure IDMS i.e 
Openstack”Keystone” and 

Authorization System

Basement of 
development , 

Functional aspects of 
security.

 

Figure 24: Secure Architecture of the IDMS System 
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6.5 Systems and Services 

The following stakeholders are defined based on the identity provider prospective. Separations 

are from subject to third party. 
 

Subject: Users and other entities of identity management, who wants to register and use the 

services in a cloud. 

 

Relying System: System, which is synchronized with IDMS system for cloud services. 

 

Third Party: No matter if you are member at IDMS or not, you can access cloud services at 

your own application deployment/ integration. 

 

IDMS

“Relying System”Openstack User’s / subject’s

Third Party

Identity Provisioning
Authentication

User Management 
Profile Management

Service Management
Identity Discloser and attribute sharing

Monitoring 

 

 

Figure 25: Relationship between subject’s, relying system and third party and services 

supported by respective platforms 
 

Details of services mentioned in the Figure as below: 

 

Identity Provisioning: This service supports management of identity lifecycle and provides the 

identity creation, maintenance and destroy at both systems. 

 

Authentication: This service provides identification and verification of subjects at both systems. 

Authentication is based on user name and password. 
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User Management: Tracking of users and what they are permitted to do. This is based on role 

based policy of OpenStack system and users CRUD operations like (Create/ add, List, Add, Delete 

etc), roles and projects. 

 

Profile Management: Irrespective of location and end-point devices, any type o f user can 

perform personal setting for their desktop, virtual desktop and applications etc. Our system does 

not indicate exactly definition towards the meaning of profile management, but we would like to  

say that it supports the same views/personal setting to perform actions for the respective services 

between the subjects and relying system. 

 

Service Management: All cloud services will be managed by relying system “OpenStack”, 

identity service also maintains a user that corresponds to each service (Nova, Compute service 

OpenStack). 

 

Identity Sharing and Attribute Discloser: Identity of subjects will be maintained b y both 

sides IDMS and OpenStack. They will share only limited number of attributes of subject to either 

relying system or to third parties via “OpenStack platform” and provide access control based on 

attributes passed to OpenStack. 

 

This service provides the basic flow and description about the each party, description in terms of 

requirements to support their relative tasks. 
 

6.6 Deployment 

Before deployment of any identity management service, we need to know data centres or data 

flow, which is very important for any model deployment. How data flows between entities, who 

holds what data, where the identity was created, where it will be stored, how they access and what 

they are permitted. 
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Figure 26: Conceptual Model of Secure IDMS 

 

6.6.1 IDMS Model 
 

We will review the conceptual model which will explain the interaction between components and 

their flow. This also requires logical components architecture of secure IDMS. Logical components 

combine layers of user interface, applications and services layer. 
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OpenStack 
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Figure 27: Logical Architecture for Secure IDMS. 

 

 

6.6.1.1 Application Layer 

 

The application layer acts as interface and will be publicly available for available functions like 

registration, update, etc. Application subsystem contains modules that provide specific services as 

enterprises, virtual server, and cloud platform, etc. 

 

Idenitity Authentication

Life cycle Management Provisioning Management 

Application Layer

 
 

Figure 28: Application Layer Services of IDMS
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Identity Management Module: Provides the capabilities to create and manage users and other 

entities of digital identities at IDMS (secure creation, store and share). 

 

Authentication Services: Authentication technologies check user supplied credentials “username 

and password” against the IDMS and OpenStack.  This also includes the registration of users if 

they are not registered before. 

 

Lifecycle Management: Currently IDMS system supports static lifecycle management for the 

supported objects, including users, enterprises, and cloud platform, etc. 

 

Provisioning Management: Provisioning management module has capabilities including 

managing accounts at both systems, .i.e. roles, groups/project. 

 

Note: All interfaces are supported by Java known as “Java Application Programming interface 

(API)”. They are located between user interface and the application layer. 

 

6.6.1.2 Service Layer 
 

Service layer provides the managed services under IDMS system including storage of information 

about the different objects (virtual platforms, cloud providers, etc). Generally core services include 

registration, authentication, and user management. 

OpenStack
IDMS

Authentication Identity Services

User Management Global Services

Service Layer

 

Figure 29: Core Services provided by IDMS and OpenStack 
 

 

Authentication Services: Authentication services provided by IDMS are based on password based 

mechanism which is supported by OpenStack platform “Keystone”. 
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User Management: Provides services for registration of entities/objects and management the 

lifecycle of those objects, using operation like edit, delete, and update, etc. 

 

Identity Services: Identity services provide mechanisms to create and store identifiers of the users 

based on IDMS systems and OpenStack. They provide interface to display the registered users at 

IDMS and OpenStack system with their identifiers. 

 

Global Services: Anyone who wants to use OpenStack cloud services can easily register and 

can access OpenStack cloud services. 

 

6.6.1.3 Storage Layer 
 

Database: All the data of IDMS client object is stored using relational database concept. Objects 

identifiers are stored for lifetime, which will be used for future reference purposes. Our IDMS 

supports Active Directory as database using LDAP to access these services, what provides reliable 

source of registration data. Moreover, it is also possible to connect an LDAP backend with the 

Identity service Keystone. 

 

6.6.1.4 Connectivity 
 

IDMS system is using Keystone identity services APIs for authentication. IDMS clients obtain the 

token that can access OpenStack cloud services. All Keystone APIs are implemented in this 

research project using the RESTful web services, HTTP and JSON serialization format. 

 

 

 

Figure 30: IDMS and OpenStack Connectivity 
 

 

Most calls of admin APIs require authentication. Authentication is performed using valid token in 

X-Auth-Token header request from the client. Keystone will verify that this token belongs to roles. 

All requests and responses are in the JSON format. 
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6.7 Designed Interface 

 

IDMS is focused on managing users and their relative accounts details, passwords and attributes 

associated with users and accounts. These are managed in a way to support applications and 

systems associated with IDMS entities. IDMS manages identifiers, attributes and other details too. 

 

Entities managed by IDMS are: 

 Users 

 Enterprise’s 

 Cloud Platform’s 

 Virtual server’s 

 

6.7.1 User Objects 

Users information is defined as attributes of the users object. This is classified again in three 

different forms, which is called “BASIC”, “EXTENDED” and “ENTERPRISE”. Basic and 

Enterprise form is designed based on the users’ singular attribute, which means “A resources 

attribute that contains 0…1 values e.g. display name (SCIM, 2011)”, whereas Extended form is 

about the multi-valued attribute, which means “A resources attribute that contains 0…n values 

e.g. emails (SCIM, 2011)”. So, users can put the repetitive information/attributes only in 

Extended form. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 31: Basic Data Registration Form 
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Users BASIC form includes general information, i.e. (family name, given name, middle name, 

honorific  prefix,  honorific  suffix,  display  name,  nick  name,  profile  URL,  title,  user  type, 

preferred language, location, time zone)  and login details (email, login username, password). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32: Extended Data Registration From 
 

 

The EXTENDED form includes user name as default value from the BASIC form and additional 

attributes (secondary email, phone number, IM user name, photo URL, images) and user address 

information (Street address1, street address 2, locality, region, postal code and country). 
 

 

Users are classified in the IDMS as customer, enterprise employee, contractor, internal, external, 

temporary, unknown etc. whereas, OpenStack cloud platform classifies roles as “Admin” and 

“Member”. Since we have diversified classification of users types, we have to manage them into 

two main classification of roles, as per OpenStack cloud services, i.e. “Admin” and the rest of user 

types considered as “Member”. This means t ha t  all types of users will behave as “member” 

type in the OpenStack. 
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Figure 33: Enterprise User Data Registration Form 
 

 

In case users type belongs to Enterprise, they will use the ENTERPRISE form, which may includes 

the following additional attributes in addition to user name of the Basic form (employee number, 

cost centre, organization, division, department, managers ID and display name). 

 

6.7.2 Enterprise Objects 

 

An enterprise that wants to access cloud services can register their details with the same 

classification as in users objects in terms of BASIC and EXTENDED. Same definition for Basic 

and Extended form apply also here for enterprise object. 
 

 

 

Figure 34: Enterprise Basic Data Registration Form 
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Basic form, which contains singular attributes information, may include (enterprise name, 

display name, enterprise URL, enterprise type and service offered). 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 35: Enterprise Extended Data Registration Form 
 

Whereas Extended enterprise form, which is multivalued attribute information, may include the 

following attributes over Basic form (cost centre, organization name, division, department, national 

enterprise URL’s, time zones, locations, phone numbers) and enterprise address (street address1, 

street address 2, locality, region, postal code and country). 
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6.7.3 Cloud Platform and Virtual Servers  

Cloud platform provides details about different cloud platforms registered in the IDMS system. 

 

 

 

Figure 36: Cloud Platform Registration Form 

 

 

Cloud platform includes the following attribute information (cloud platform name, assigned IP, 

server size, server status, task, operating system, power, action, status) with additional attributes of 

OpenStack which may include (project name, instance name). Virtual server’s registration includes 

(name, description, size, status, attached to and actions). All these services are governed at IDMS 

client by calling the admin compute and image v2 APIs of OpenStack. 
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6.8 Entity Relationship Diagram of User Object 

 

The following picture represents the IDMS users entity relationship diagram shown in the model. 
 

User’s Account 

User’s Type 

Basic

Role 
IDMS Applications & 
OpenStack  Services

Owns

Assigned to 

Contains 

Granted

Contains 

In & out

Extended Enterprise

Abbreviations :

1                                 represents 1:1 relationship.

2:                                represents 1:M relationship.  

 

Figure 37: Entity Relationship of the IDMS Model. 
 

 

Users objects have many relationships and these relationships are used in a number of processes. 

For example, if user doesn’t belong to enterprise type, then users can not register the enterprise 

form information. This means only enterprise user type can fill the information in the enterprise 

form. 
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6.9 IDMS Functions 

Key IDMS functions are defined as: 

 

 Single user interface 

 Managing users and accounts attributes 

 Password management 

 Automated identity “Identifier” policy 

 Strength password policy enforcement 

 

Single  UI:  Single  users  interface,  by  which  any  user  type  can  maintain  their  personal 

information and maintain or update their accounts passwords. These Interfaces are web based and 

support standard browsers like Internet Explorer (IE), Firefox, Opera, etc, which means there is 

no need for client software. 

 

Managing users and account attributes: Users can view and directly edit information related to 

them. Users can easily register into IDMS systems and access services supported by particular user 

type. Once users are registered into IDMS systems, there is no need to register again into 

OpenStack cloud platform. Users are allowed to create, edit, update and delete (CRUD) operation. 

Some of major functions: 

 

 Password update: Users can update their password for all accounts existing, i.e. at IDMS 

client and OpenStack client. 

 Register own: Users can request new registration based on different login information 

credentials and user type. Users can manage other accounts with existing one. 

 Profile   management:   Users   can   easily u p d a t e    and   manage personal information 

or details together from any either system side. 
 

Password management: An IDMS system is designed in away to perform flexible management 

of password synchronization. Users can edit or update password based on both password policies 

of IDMS and OpenStack. Users will synchronize their passwords in both systems. 
 

Automated identity “identifier” policy: This policy defines how account and user ID are 

created. This supports default identity policy which is, user can only create/register in the IDMS, if 

and only if any registered user i s  not assigned the same local identifier of IDMS and 

OpenStack ID, username and email. For instance, for particular account username assigned as 

“Arunendra”, user can’t register with the same username. This policy applies to both IDMS and 

OpenStack services. IDMS policy defined for identifier as “No repeatable, unique, lifetime, 10 digit 

numeric identifier” are scoped by IDMS system only, whereas OpenStack policy defines for 

identifier as “32 bit non repeatable string” which is defined by OpenStack community. 
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Note: Identity policies are defined dynamically using JavaScript loops and conditional branches.  

Functions checks registered users credentials before getting to register into system. 

 

Strength password policy enforcement: This is policy that is used for enforcing  password  

strength,  which  applies  from  passwords  update  operation  through  IDMS system. This includes 

password credentials check first at IDMS, then send to OpenStack server and if request is accepted, 

then capturing and storing at IDMS side. IDMS has its own password strength creation policy, 

which checks itself the password at IDMS client side before sending the details to OpenStack 

client side. Standard password rules are used to create password at IDMS side as (minimum length, 

maximum length, minimum alphabet characters, and character’s not allowed and restricted 

characters, etc). 

 

Automated services policy: This defines when users use cloud services at OpenStack cloud 

platform. All admin type users are allowed to perform all operations of OpenStack. However, 

member user types are restricted for some services. IDMS system must follow the automated 

OpenStack services policy for all users types in IDMS. 

 

6.10 IDMS Software and Hardware 

This section is about the brief introduction to the technologies used in terms of software and 

hardware requirements for our secure IDMS system. 
 

IDMS software requirements: By keeping future requirement as integration, SOA, standard and 

security services in cloud computing platform. IDMS has chosen present updated group of 

software’s. This will keep developers, researchers and software engineers to work easy with IDMS 

system and make their contributions towards performance, integration and additional 

component/entities, etc. 
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 Figure 38: Software and hardware requirements for secure IDMS system 

 

IDMS hardware requirements: Secure IDMS deployment is based on the current cloud challenges  

and  requirements,  user  types,  security services,  functional  and  availability requirements. Since 

cloud services are provided by OpenStack cloud platform for which it is mandatory of 64 bit 

machine for OpenStack deployments and applications server be may deployed on both 32 and 64 

bits supported machines. 

 

6.11 Technical Implementation Details 

6.11.1 Integration of Secure IDMS and OpenStack. 

 

Problem Description 

 

The  problem is integrating  an  IDMS,  which  is  SCIM  schema  based  system, with OpenStack 

an open source software for building private and public cloud systems. Integration applies only to 

users management, i.e. when users perform create/register, list, update or delete in IDMS system, 

the same user operation must be performed in the OpenStack system. 
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Proposed Solution 

After doing research on OpenStack platform, we noticed that OpenStack has RESTFul APIs, i.e. 

services that offer third party applications/software to integrate with OpenStack for the cloud 

services. These APIs are implemented using RESTFul architecture using HTTP and using the 

principles of REST. 
 

It is a collection of resources with four defined aspects: 

 

1. The base URI for the web service, such as http://OpenStack.com/resources/ 

2. The Internet media type of the data supported by the web service. This is often XML, but 

can be any other valid Internet media type provided that it is a valid hypertext standard 

(such as JSON). 

3. The set of operations supported by the web service using HTTP methods (e.g., GET, 

PUT, POST, or DELETE). 

4. The API must be hypertext driven. 

 

The following table shows how the HTTP methods are typically used to implement a web 

service. 

 

 

 

 

 

Resource GET PUT POST DELETE 

Collection 

URI, such as 

http://example.

com/resources/ 

List the URIs and 

perhaps other 

details of the 

collection's 

members. 

Replace the entire 

collection with 

another collection. 

Create a new 

entry in the 

collection. The 

new entry's URI 

is assigned 

automatically and 

is usually 

returned by the 

operation. 

Delete the entire 

collection. 

http://openstack.com/resources/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_media_type
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Request_method
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Element URI, 

such as 

http://example.

com/resources/

item1 

Retrieve a 

representation of 

the addressed 

member of the 

collection, 

expressed in an 

appropriate 

Internet media 

type. 

Replace the 

addressed member 

of the collection, or 

if it doesn't 

exist, create it. 

Not generally 

used. Treat the 

addressed 

member as a 

collection in its 

own right and 

create a new 

entry in it. 

Delete the 

addressed member 

of the collection. 

 

Table 3: RESTful Web Service HTTP Methods 
 

The PUT and DELETE methods are idempotent methods. The GET method is a safe method, 

meaning that calling it produces no side-effects. 

 

6.11.2 Design Concepts 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the design will be based on using OpenStack’s RESTFul web 

services API. We have four general user related operations (Create, Edit, List, and Delete) in 

the IDMS that should be integrated with OpenStack. The design should cover all these 

operations plus any additional operations should be done in the OpenStack for getting desired 

results. 

 

For calling any APIs from OpenStack, we should have the following information: 

 Key Administration URL 

 Tenant ID 

http://example.com/resources/item1
http://example.com/resources/item1
http://example.com/resources/item1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol#Idempotent_methods_and_web_applications
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol#Safe_methods
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Side_effect_(computer_science)
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Figure 39: OpenStack and IDMS Integration 
 

 

For getting this information an additional API should be called and then by having Key 

Administration URL and Tenant ID of OpenStack other APIs should be called. After calling 

APIs, the response should be parsed and required data should be extracted from t he  response. 

We will use JSON media type for communicating with OpenStack. It means request/response 

data will be represented in the JSON format. So, after calling APIs, application should parse 

returned JSON objects to extract required data. 

6.11.3 Design Details 

 

In this section, we are going to explain detail design of each operation in IDMS and how to 

integrate them with OpenStack. 

 

6.11.3.1 Getting Base Information  

 

Before calling any API from OpenStack, we should have Key Administration URL and Tenant ID. 

For this we should use parameters specified in the following table: 

 

URL [HostName]:35357/v2.0/tokens 

HTTP Method POST 

HTTP Headers X-Auth-Token=012345SECRET99TOKEN012345 

Content-Type=application/json 
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HTTP 

Parameters 

{"auth":{"tenantName":"OpenStackDemo", 

"passwordCredentials":{"username":"adminUser", "password": 

"secretword"}}} 

 
 

 

Note: 

Table 4: Getting the Admin URL and Tenant ID 

1.   [HostName] is the name or IP of OpenStack’s server 

2.   HTTP parameters are represented in JSON format 

3.   TenantName should be provided by OpenStack admin 

4.   Username and password should be provided by OpenStack admin 

 

After calling this API, we can get Key Administration URL and also tenant ID from the 

response in JSON format. This will be explained in the implementation section. 
 

6.11.3.2 Creating User 

 

For creating a user in the OpenStack, we should do based on the following table: 

 

URL [Key_Admin_URL]/users 

HTTP Method POST 

HTTP Headers X-Auth-Token=012345SECRET99TOKEN012345 

Content-Type=application/json 

HTTP Parameters {"user":{"name":[uname], 

"email":[uemail],"enabled":"True","password":[passwd],"tenant- 

id":[ten_id]}} 

 
 

 

Notes: 

 

Table 5:  Creating User Details 

 

1.   HTTP parameters are represented in JSON format 

2.   [Key_Admin_URL] is the Key Administration URL obtained in section 6.11.3.1 

3.   [uname] is the user name for registering in IDMS 

4.   [uemail] is the user email for registering in IDMS 

5.   [passwd] is the password for registering in IDMS 

6.   [ten_id] is the tenant id obtained in section 6.11.3.1 

 

After calling this API, the OpenStack will register user and return a string (with length of 32) 

that is unique user ID of registered user in OpenStack. We saved this ID in IDMS to be 

synchronized with OpenStack. 
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Create User

Authenticate ()

Key Admin URL and Tenant ID

Register User()

Openstack ID 

Insert User()

Created User Details

 

Figure 40: The process for creating user 
 

 

6.11.3.3 Updating/ Editing User 

 

For editing a user in OpenStack, we should do based on following table: 
 

 

URL [Key_Admin_URL]/users 

HTTP Method POST 

HTTP 

Headers 

X-Auth-Token=012345SECRET99TOKEN012345 

Content-Type=application/json 

HTTP 

Parameters 

{"user":{"id":[uid],"tenan-id":[ten_id],"role":"member","user":[uname]}}' 

 

 

 

Notes: 

Table 6: Updating/Editing User Details 

1.   HTTP parameters are represented in JSON format 

2.   [Key_Admin_URL] is the Key Administration URL obtained in section 6.11.3.1 

3.   [uid] is the unique OpenStack user id of updated user in IDMS 

4.   [uname] is the new user name of updated user in IDMS 

5.   [ten_id] is the tenant ID obtained in section 6.11.3.1 
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Update User
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Update User()

Success or Failure

Update User()

Updated User Details

 
Figure 41: The process for editing user 

 

 

6.11.3.4 Listing Users 
 

For listing a user in OpenStack, we should do based on following table: 

 

URL [Key_Admin_URL]/users 

HTTP Method GET 

HTTP Headers X-Auth-Token=012345SECRET99TOKEN012345 

Content-Type=application/json 

HTTP Parameters --- 

 

Table 7: Listing User’s Details 
 

 

Notes: 

 

1.   HTTP parameters are represented in JSON format. 

2.   [Key_Admin_URL] is the Key Administration URL obtained in section 6.11.3.1 

 

After calling this API, all registered users in OpenStack are returned in the JSON format. 
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Following diagram: 

 

IDMS Application 
Server

IDMS Database OpenStack

S

T

E

P

S

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

List User

List Users ()

List of Users

Authenticate()

Key Admin URL and Tenant ID

8

List User()

List of Users with thier Openstack ID

Users List

 
Figure 42: The process for listing users 

 

6.11.4 Implementation Overview 

For implementing of the proposed design, we will use two open source Java based libraries: 
 

 JSON-Simple (JSON): Is a simple Java toolkit for JSON that can use to encode or decode 

JSON text. We will use this library to get JSON responses from OpenStack and parse them 

to extract the required information. 

 RestClient (REST): Used to work with RESTful web services. We will use this library 

to call OpenStack RESTful APIs and get their responses. 

 

For each of user related operations (Register, List, Edit, and Delete) an OpenStack API should be 

called and before each of them the base API should be called to get and save Key Admin URL and 

Tenant ID. In this section we will describe algorithm for all user related operations (Create, List, 

Edit, and Delete) and explain how to implement integration. 

 

6.11.4.1 Getting Base Information 

 

This should be implemented as a private method (to be called within UserUtilities class and not 

outside of it) as follows: 
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1. Instantiate RequestBean object and call it requestBean 

2. Set   url   property   of   requestBean   object   (by   calling   method   setUrl())   to   string 

http://130.237.215.214:35357/v2.0/tokens/ 

3. We suppose OpenStack is installed at server with IP 130.237.215.214. 

4. Set  method  property  of  requestBean  object  (by  calling  method  setMethod())  to 

HTTPMethod.POST 

5. Add required headers (specified in section 6.11.3.1) to requestBean object by calling 

addHeader() method 

6. Instantiate ReEntityString object and call it reqEntity 

7. Set body of request (specified in section 6.11.3.1 ) by implementing getBody() method of 

ReqStringEntity class 

8. Set body property of requestBean object (by calling method setBody()) to reqEntity 

object 

9. Execute the request and get the response by overriding doResponse() method of View 

class 

 

6.11.4.2 Registering User 

 

This should be implemented as a private method (to be called within UserUtilities class and not 

outside of it) as follows: 
 

1. Instantiate RequestBean object and call it requestBean 

2. Set url property of requestBean object (by calling method setUrl()) to static variable 

key_admin_url (saved in previous section) + “/users” 

3. Set  method  property  of  requestBean  object  (by  calling  method  setMethod())  to 

HTTPMethod.POST 

4. Add required headers (specified in section 6.11.3.1) to requestBean object by calling 

addHeader() method 

5. Instantiate ReEntityString object and call it reqEntity 

6. Set body of request (specified in section 6.11.3.1) by implementing getBody() method of 

ReqStringEntity class 

7. Set body property of requestBean object (by calling method setBody()) to reqEntity 

object 

8. Execute the request and get the response by overriding doResponse() method of view 

class 

 

6.11.4.3 Updating User 

 

This should be implemented as a private method (to be called within UserUtilities class and not 

outside of it) as follows: 

http://130.237.215.214:35357/v2.0/tokens/
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1. Instantiate RequestBean object and call it requestBean 

2. Set url property of requestBean object (by calling method setUrl()) to static variable 

key_admin_url (saved in previous section) + “/users” 

3. Set  method  property  of  requestBean  object  (by  calling  method  setMethod())  to 

HTTPMethod.GET 

4. Add required headers (specified in section 6.11.3.1) to requestBean object by calling 

addHeader() method 

5. Instantiate ReEntityString object and call it reqEntity 

6. Set body of request (specified in section 6.11.3.1) by implementing getBody() method of 

ReqStringEntity class 

7. Set body property of requestBean object (by calling method setBody()) to reqEntity 

object 

8. Execute the request and get the response by overriding doResponse() method of view 

class 

 

6.11.4.4 Listing Users 

 

This should be implemented as a private method (to be called within UserUtilities class and not 

outside of it) as follows: 

 

1. Instantiate RequestBean object and call it requestBean 

2. Set url property of requestBean object (by calling method setUrl()) to static variable 

key_admin_url (saved in previous section) + “/users” 

3. Set  method  property  of  requestBean  object  (by  calling  method  setMethod())  to 

HTTPMethod.GET 

4. Add required headers (specified in section 6.11.3.1) to requestBean object by calling 

addHeader() method 

5. Instantiate ReEntityString object and call it reqEntity. 

6. There is no need to set body of request in ReqStringEntity class. So leave it empty. 

7. Set body property of requestBean object (by calling method setBody()) to reqEntity 

object. 

8. Execute the request and get the response by overriding doResponse() method of View 

class 
 

Note: Delete operation is performed at the IDMS side. So, we delete user information as per SCIM 

schema design of IDMS and storing the both 10 bit number type ID created by IDMS client and 32 

bit string type ID created by OpenStack with username of users for future reference. This is 

because of assumption that if in case the same user want to register into IDMS again, then 

redundancy of user information can be found, ease of administration to create and approve, by 

just providing the same credentials. 
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6.11.4.5 Problems Encountered during Integration 

 

1. Most difficulty encounter was about parsing JSON results from OpenStack. They have a 

complex structure and were very hard to extract the required data (such as admin URL or 

Tenant ID) from them. 

2. Return values (i.e. success or failure) of OpenStack APIs. Even if everything was correct        

they sometimes return failure. 

3. In case of listing users, there should be some parameters in calling related OpenStack 

API, but after some research we realized that listing users in OpenStack does not need any 

HTTP parameters. 

4. The highest difficulty was about mysql database that was not consistent by source codes. 

So, again we recreate database from scratch as per OpenStack. 

 

6.11.2 Integration of Secure IDMS and Authorization System 

 

This section will explain how to use IDMS API from Authorization module. This is mainly required 

to use the same database for what IDMS module is using. 

Using MySQLAccess class: MySQLAccess class contains methods to fetch the users (getAllUsers), 

update or insert a user. 

Steps are: 

1. We need to initialize the MySQLAccess object in particular bean class where we need to use 

it. 

2. IDMS API contains 3 model classes one for each type of user.  They are SingleUser, 

EnterpriseUser, UserMultiValue.  Need to appropriate model object to use the required 

methods of MySQLAccess. 

3. Use the required methods of MySQLAccess to achieve the required result. 

4. These are functions available: 

 getAllUsers() – Provides all the users registered. This will return the list of all type of users. 

So need to check the user type before parsing any model object from the list. 

 createUser(SingleUser user), createEnterpriseUser(EnterpriseUser user), 

createUserMultiValue(UserMultiValue user) will create new users of type single, 

Enterprise and usermultivalue respectively. 

 deleteUser(String username, SingleUser user),deleteEnterpriseUser(EnterpriseUser user), 

deleteUserMultiValue(UserMultiValue user), will delete the user from the database which 

is represented by the passed model object to the method. 

 updateUser(SingleUser user, String userName), updateEnterpriseUser(EnterpriseUser 

user, String userName), updateUserMultiValue(UserMultiValue user, String userName), 

will update the user with the passed model object.  
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5. We can use some custom  sql operations also on the database which IDMS module is using.  

MySQLAccess exposes the database connection with the method getConnection(String 

driver, String hostName, String port, String databaseName, String userName, String 

password, but we need to know the details of MySQL to use this method. We need to close 

this connection manually by calling closeConnection(Connection connection) method of 

MySQLAccess from the bean object where connection is used. 

6.12 Security of the “Secure IDMS” 

 

IDMS components allow to provide flexible way of security features within/between different 

components. Considering design aspects and deployment, security feature are covered in the cloud 

environment. 
 

Cloud  Identity  as  Services  (IDaaS),  having  a  great  security  challenge  for  identity 

management systems based on the type of identity. Both IDMS and OpenStack identifier i.e. 

identifier from OpenStack platform and own IDMS systems identifier securely stored at the IDMS 

client side, which is internal to an enterprise. This provides the solution, whether identity is being 

managed internally or externally to the enterprises in a secure manner. 
 

Considering the aspects of SaaS (Software as Service), IDaaS (Identity as Service) as IDMS 

system is able to meet the needs of different types of users, such as enterprise employees, 

external, contractors or normal customers. IDMS provides reliable source of identity and attributes 

to both PIV Authorization System and OpenStack platform. Based on roles assigned by PIV 

Authorization System with mapping of these roles with OpenStack roles, will provide fine grain 

access control for SaaS environment. Although this research did try to cover this aspect in 

terms of security token “Keystone” (ID) provided for two types of roles as “Admin” and 

“Member”, which cover all  user types,  like internal,  external, contractor  etc. So, security 

managed depends on which type of roles is being managed in the OpenStack cloud environment. 
 

The applications needed user information passes only little information based on OpenStack 

platform not as IDMS. So, all entity attributes are securely stored at IDMS client side. Since 

OpenStack is implemented with SSL, it supports secure transmission about the identity information 

between the systems and sub-systems. 
 

IDMS and OpenStack are implemented using user name and password and new 32 bit certification 

system, which provide additional security. Centralized Security Policy, which is roles-based (PIV 

authorization systems with OpenStack), provides more granularity about the access control in 

order to access the cloud based applications. This means that identity is securely managed for 

cloud based applications. 
 

IDMS solution is generic, because IDMS is designed in a  way that accepts the global schema 

for any type of users which deals with user management as per (SCIM, 2011). Moreover, many 

companies already use Active Directory as their employee’s database, which is reliable source of 
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registration data. So, IDMS supports Active Directory using LDAP. SCIM schema provides 

identity across cloud based service provider with a balance between standards, simplicity, 

complexity and level of utility to identify related information and provisioning identity. Not only 

that, but it is easy to integrate securely with third party applications. Moreover, since IDMS stores 

most of the sensitive information and critical functions, it is hard to decide the trust level in terms 

of confidentiality with the privileged identity management solutions, which may result the most 

financial enterprises at risk. For this we assume that, IDMS provides the secure identity and 

attributes to both PIV Authorizations System (Role Based, SAML token) and OpenStack, which 

may include the filtering of instances based on the concept of security group using suitable IP 

tables rules, tools like Hybridfox, euca2ools, consideration of good supervisors to ensure about the 

trustworthiness applications and virtual  machines  of  running  environment,  trusted  hardware  

based  security like  Intel Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) with external standalone web-

based remote attestation server), which will provide the trusted IDMS environment. 

 

6.13 Contradiction between SCIM, LDAP and SAML 

 

One key point is that SCIM schema encapsulated more details of identity than LDAP or SAML 

profile. This is mapping may require scope from high fidelity SCIM schema to low fidelity format. 

Moreover, there are still many key points that need to focus under this SCIM schema itself, what 

are unique identifiers in management of SCIM?, In order to apply certain access control 

methodologies what attributes are required?, Should attribute values be constrained on other 

attributes values? It is possible that SCIM schema may not achieve demands for certain unique 

use cases due to principle of simplicity. Not only this, if any enterprise or any entity may require 

more and more attributes then how it can handle such scenarios. From the security prospective, 

protocol that SCIM supports is SAML, so  question arises how SAML provides SCIM trust 

model in case of federation. Should all endpoints within the trust circle be equally trusted? 
 

 

Benefits of “Secure IDMS” 

 

1. Directional IDMS:  Since IDMS is built using SCIM schema, this provides the solution that 

allows horizontal and also vertical scalability, because of various types of users with the basic 

necessity attributes. IDMS system always grows as per its requirements. It is increasing the size of 

enterprise as new user types and additional systems or any other requirements. Things which 

cannot be estimated today how quickly and how much it will grow. This SCIM based simple 

design consideration provides scalability and flexibility for our IDMS system. IDMS provides its 

own APIs, so it is easy to integrate with any system easily and securely. 
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2. Centralized Management:  IDMS is designed based on centralized management of users and 

other systems.  This has many benefits as better control.  As we know enterprises are moving 

towards cloud due to one major fact that they want to adopt the cost cutting methodology. In the 

same way this centralized user management will reduce the cost for such management over 

distributed environment. 

 

3. Singe Users Interface:  Due to the fact that there are many types of users and heterogeneous 

resources (IDMS and OpenStack) i.e. database, OS, servers, web applications etc. Users accounts 

exist in every database and this increases the complexity. We have centralized identity 

management approach, which provides common interface for user identity information for better 

administration and which reduce maintenance cost. 
 

 

4. Very Responsive System: This helps to improve the productivity of system what means easy, 

fast account creation, password and other administration management in IDMS. Not only this, 

request forms do not send full complete details to OpenStack server. So systems process request 

and response very fast. Based on OpenStack properties, IDMS requestor is very clear what data 

they need to send. 
 

 

5. Single Access Control: Defining different security access control for each type of users and 

resources in enterprises can be complex and costly from designing to implementation till post 

maintenance. Single access control provides consistency for all user types and resources. Our 

combined approach of PIV Authorization System and OpenStack provides single role based 

security access control model for identity management. 

 

6. Parameters Validations: IDMS client is designed by validating the values of each field in 

the form. It accepts only the defined data types for each field. For instance, username should be 

character and integer type having size 4 bits at least or Identifier “ID” of IDMS objects are number 

type which is at least 10 bits. 
 

 

7. Centralized Password Management: This feature provides/enables to update/reset the 

password of any type of user through a single central interface. This helps the system to maintain 

strong security policy consistent with OpenStack and IDMS and reduces the inability to access 

any services in a cloud environment. Once the password update request is sent, it will 

update/synchronize at both systems together. 
 

 

8. Better security based on centralized, secure identity distribution and centralized role 

based access control: 

 

 Risk to accessing cloud resources will be reduced. Enterprise will no more worry about 

these risk concerns. 
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 Centralized roles (roles of PIV Authorization and OpenStack) based on identifier and 

attributes provided by IDMS. So request for access rights will be highly responsive not 

backlogged or halting the users productivity in cloud environment. 

 Moreover, OpenStack implements very straight policy for users. So, this is not 

cumbersome policies that will cause any errors, either for implementation or inappropriate 

access to users. 

 Least but not last, due to this above mentioned things, we conclude that any organization 

needs to put less focus in terms of cost, time and resources for IDMS. 
 

 

9. Reduced Perpetual Problems: Since resources increase in any enterprise, there is no 

perpetual problem at IDMS client side. OpenStack will deal with all resources required by 

enterprises. Today as we know it is hard to solve dot slash problem in cloud computing 

environment. So, we can say IDMS client will effectively manage the resources and would not 

have any perpetual problem. 
 

 

10. Challenged IDMS: Our design of IDMS has many identity management properties, the most 

important of them are: 

 

 Consistency: User profile, data entered at both IDMS and OpenStack is consistent. This 

includes Basic form attributes, like username, email ID, password, OpenStack ID. 

 Usability: Users access the multiple resources in cloud environment and there is no need 

to manage users multiple ID, password or tokens. This is burdensome to users due to this 

complexity, problem due in accessibility and it requires cost maintenance. 

 Reliability: Users details are reliable user’s information is updated correctly and timely by 

both systems. 

 Scalability: Enterprise can manage users data for large number of people or user types:  

clients, partners, internal, external and normal, etc. Our IDMS supports different types of  

users  with  their  huge/large  data  volume  and provides peak transaction rates. Not only 

this, since design is based on SCIM schema, it is very flexible to adopt and scale to large 

extend with keeping the standards. 

 Accuracy: Having ability to accurately manage users IDs and access per users type, 

What is important for any cloud environment. All enterprises and any users type, their ID 

to be managed well with appropriate segment of these various crowd, assigned at 

appropriate type and level of access as per role. This needs very comprehensive strategy, 

due to the fact of tight control over access with granularity and flexibility with managing 

different types of users for such access. 
 

11. Easy  and  automatically  central  security  policy  enforced: “Central” property is  very 

impressive because it is very easy to manage either access decision,  management,  technology or  

any provisioning from the central location.  A single entity, whether it is person, department or 
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management team, can manage the services required by enterprises in any cloud environment. 

Services include enterprises policies, standards and some special parameters or use cases. 

Keeping the technological point of view, we send authentication and authorization request to PIV 

Authorization system and OpenStack server for central services. This is more or less like RADIUS 

or TACACS+ centralized access control system. Although any organization can put their own 

policy through PIV Authorization system with which they can govern the central security policy by 

OpenStack for access control in cloud environment for cloud services, which is automated in 

nature, because any number of user classified in two roles “Admin” and “Member” and create your 

number of group /project for their respective services. This is easy to implement and manage 

consistent policy in the cloud. If any changes occur, then it is easy to distribute them uniformly to 

all points or over all associated process, it limits the risk. Moreover, since today we need cloud 

specific compliance which can easily implement into such system. We did try to reduce the 

complexity and utility for users provisioning and identity information. 

 
 

12. Global IDMS Design: Based on design as per SCIM guidelines, “Schema is very easy, 

cheap and fast to move user’s in, out or around the cloud”. We assume this schema is perfect with 

OpenStack cloud services. In a critical way, SCIM supports verity of users types (normal, 

contractor, employee etc), whereas in contrast OpenStack supports only two roles, “member” and 

“admin”, with which we can create many projects or groups. The first thing which comes to 

mind is that cloud services gradually increase more with respect to number of user types. Keeping 

increased cloud services, it is good to increase the number of groups/projects, but not roles, 

because suppose we have only two cloud groups (G1, G2) then users can put into respective role 1 

(G1 only), role 2 (G2 only) and Role 3 (G1, G2). For only two groups there are three possible 

roles, in the same way for three groups it would be seven roles required. So, as number of 

services increases roles also increase. So practically it is not possible to create all possible roles 

with their services. So, only good thing is to reduce the number of roles to the necessity 

requirement with considering all user types following into these two types of roles. So, it would be 

very easy to build any IDMS by making consistent access to services in a cloud even though we 

have many types of users. 
 

 

13. Better Centralized Auditing, Monitoring and Reporting: Central, single source of data that 

is easy to collect is about user’s attributes and user/services information. Due to this, it helps to 

make and build in right flow data control and used for reporting and analysis. Practically it is easy 

and cost effective solution in terms of collection, analyzing, clean up, etc, if the system is build 

as centralized with role- based access control. Our IDMS system is built based on these aspects. 
 

 

14. Better Product Solution: Based on our IDMS solution, we believe our system supports well 

mannered integration according to today and future needs. Considering today’s enterprises 

requirements of IDMS systems that is Active Directories (LDAP) which is reliable source of 

registration data and identity management. So, benefits are that all users can be defined well at 
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both systems, OpenStack and IDMS, better user management, better  security  policy,  user  

provisioning,  we  can  use  standard  and  generic  protocols (HTTP, HTTPS etc), better integration 

with other systems as per organizations/enterprises requirements and can easily add security 

components. 
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Chapter 7. Discussion, Future Research, Recommendations 

and Conclusion 
 

“This chapter will bring your concentration about our research outcome as “what we have done” 

specifying what is more required to do with IDMS as “what we can do next” and some hot topics 

under this research, which brings your interest to wait for our next research outcome”. 

 

7.1 Discussion of Research 

Research project reflects that we designed and build secure identity management system IDMS 

which offers enhanced features for today cloud computing environment. Features include first 

security for different types of users including SaaS and PaaS, generic and global  design,  standards  

for  any  service,  interoperability,  defined  APIs,  clarity  about  the identity services and type of 

functionalities with many more. It has improved usability factor for user types during registration, 

identification and authentication processes and easy to in, out and around the cloud services. 
 

Artifact of this research is having some questions which are still not solved. They are under 

development for both SCIM and OpenStack systems, like SCIM schemas having few questions that 

not solved yet as we already discussed in last chapter, like “standards with little adoption” which 

means need of standardization for user provisioning and for such services that must be built and 

support custom systems. Such services may be enterprise bear a cost for creating and deploying 

custom provisioning interface for each services. Not only this, enterprises may need a subset of 

other protocols and need to perform specific subset of infrastructure, services and resources. 

Although, SCIM has pragmatic approach in terms of balance between complexity, simplicity and 

level of utility, standard design, less burdensome, but at the same time it is not cost effective for 

custom provisioning environment. Moreover, it is not specific to any use case. Schema of SCIM 

may support more details of identity as compared to LDAP (inet- OrgPerson) or SAML profile. 

From this point, we conclude that how to do mapping that is having SCIM schema and transform it 

into lower-fidelity format for either it is LDAP or SAML. May be enterprises using other 

directories meta, virtual, etc or other platforms for identity management may require other mapping 

depending upon their use case. So this something we need to look more into the formalization of 

SAML and LDAP mappings. Moreover with mapping, it is also important about the consistency 

“integrity” of mapping and easier for implementation for such mappings. 
 

If we talk about the schemas, then it also not clear about few questions, like attribute values 

to be constrained based on other attribute values, which attribute values are expected /required for 

applying certain access control methodologies, which is unique identifier in SCIM management. 

So, this concludes that these requirements may be overlapped or require new demand for 

unique use case. 
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Considering security approach, there is challenge of interoperability between SCIM endpoints with 

other protocols, because today SCIM is approaching for TLS 1.2 and OAuth Bearer Token method.  

For binding SAML, we must consider how this interacts with SCIM.  Since SAML supports 

federation it offers SCIM trust model, which raises the questions about security conversation, i.e. 

all endpoints within the trust circle are equally trusted. So, this schema needs flexibility in the 

coming days or years, which includes simplifying the entire infrastructure and schema, which 

creates more interest for research. 

 

After doing qualitative research, we tried to build generic solution over such controversies. We 

found that using central security system for identity management is practically good due to fact of 

enforcing central policy, security for different types of users, and supporting interoperability of 

two systems. We also maintain privacy of users by preserving detailed attributes o n  IDMS 

client side only. Making global and generic security solution, we made some assumptions on 

SCIM schema, like identifier (ID) of (having 10 numeric type, non repeatable, unique), (username 

and primary email) as primary constrains in the IDMS structure, because other attributes in 

Extended and Enterprise schema depend on these attributes. Also, we did small changes in SCIM 

schema, due to OpenStack interoperability problem like in BASIC registration form having extra 

email field. This email field will act as primary email in the Extended form as a  default value. 

All though cloud paradigm suggests that data should be stored in a cloud, but this would not be 

possible for all enterprises. That is why we are storing most of SCIM schema attributes at IDMS 

client side, while doing integration between OpenStack and IDMS. We found many problems such 

as parsing JSON results from OpenStack. They have complex structure and are very hard to 

extract the required data (such as admin URL or tenant ID) from them. Even when everything was 

correct as parameters, return values sometimes show success and sometimes fail. For listing users 

operation, we understand that we need to pass some parameters but after some research listing users 

doesn’t require HTTP parameters and most difficult was mysql database that was not consistent 

by source codes, so we recreated database from scratch. 

 

7.2 Limitations 

During the qualitative research about the IDMS system we limited ourselves to the area required to 

cover the scope of the research. After the exhaustive reviews, we narrowed the scope of 

approaching the aim of research project as per change management. Identity management literature 

covers wide range, only few reviews were chosen for conducting the review. However, this research 

project goal was to build secure IDMS with OpenStack user management for cloud services, so our 

literature review considered all area’s for this objective. 
 

From the design prospective in this thesis, our design is generic and standard, but not for special 

“use case”, which means this at abstract level design and not at concrete level like considering 

security requirements in financial institutions, special customization interfaces, cryptographic or 

cross-site scripting, etc. The main aim is to create a basic model considering the generic design of 
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SCIM as a “prototype”, interface on secure IDMS for accessing cloud user management services on 

OpenStack platform. 
 

Finally, we found that design will require further maintenance in the future, because of SEC_Lab 

requirements for “CryptoNET  security provider”, and some existing the constraints of SCIM and 

OpenStack itself. SEC_Lab research goal of using, PIV Authorization System integration with 

OpenStack for its own security policy and roles with Openstack policies and roles implementation. 
 

 

7.3 Future Research and Recommendations 

Our research project solved many basic problems, but there are few things that are still needed for 

this research. These future recommendations and future considerations will create our architecture 

as more secure and capable to better handle complex cloud computing environment. 
 

We divided our recommendations into two definitions of IDMS. These definitions are: Identity and 

Access Management (IAM) and Identity management systems (IMS). From the Identity and 

Access Management (IAM), we need to enhance some of features, as access control technologies 

and normal services in terms of users and administrators: 

 

Constrained user of interface requirement: We have only single interface at this time where any 

type of users can register and perform user operations. Using the constraint based  user  interface  

implementation  users  can  perform  the  only  operation  that  is necessity for them like 

registration, updating of few field’s like name, address, but not their ID’s. This could happen by 

providing two interfaces one as Users and another as “Administrator” keeping the same object 

with filtration of functionality in their respective, like limiting the menus, data view etc. 

 

Logging Module: For each user interface implementation, it is important to provide logging 

module for each user type based on registration and approval of their registration. Once users 

login, can look o n l y  their services and objects t h a t  they have the right to deal with, either 

password changes or profile update or services assigned, etc. 

 

Time based Isolation: For financial institutions, security is very important aspects for this concern. 

We believe time based access controls for users and enterprise employee make good security. For 

every page there is need of session maintenance and time should be defined for their activity. 

If any of t he  requests is made for access to resources or any data that’s not defined for them, 

then access must be denied. Example: Registration of normal users must complete their 

registration in 10 minutes and approval of registration will take place during working days only. 

 

Password Management: Currently single default policy is implemented, so we need to create 

admin  web  interface by which  Admin  can manually change password policy manually (which 

ID, username can allow or disallow, case sensitivity, password lifetime etc), like prudent  for  

normal  users  to  change  password  over  regular  interval  of  time  (shorter interval two months). 
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Need of implementation of password lockout mechanism, once number of times to enter password 

expired, then users will no longer be allowed to login into the system after some time, like 24 hours 

or admin approval, etc. Automated password recovery, so that users can recover their passwords. 

Users can use other mechanisms to login into systems in spite of existing user name and password 

by asking security questions and sending to primary or secondary email. 

 

Account Management: Module for managing users and services, it will be important aspect in 

terms of cloud, because we are accessing resources on pay per use basis. There is need of central 

facility for managing users access to systems simultaneously. This will not only reduce the risk by 

stopping the inappropriate access to services/systems, but also reduce burden of your administrator. 

This may provide the solution for dot slash problem at a cloud level, i.e. administrator can estimate 

approximate value for requirement of cloud resources during office hours for each user type. This 

will also help workflow  system,  where  user  can  send  request  and  need  of  appropriate 

approval. By this enterprises can save their time in cost effective way. 

 

Database Security and Data Services: It is important to encrypt the ID “Identifier” or some 

special attributes of SCIM schema with backup of these files, because it is not necessary that all 

attackers are from outside. It is the people sometime we trust the most that are attackers. Data 

services is a module, which provides applications interface to IDMS for DB Administrator that will 

interact with views as “predefined queries”, rather than tables directly with greater control over 

access, both at row and column level for information. Creating and defining “Capability Tables” 

would help to better control processes executed by admin or services. 

 

Search Management: “Admin module” can be used for filtering, sorting details, and for 

different views, etc. This can be done through definable query and parameters for searching the 

entities of IDMS. The interface can display result as per preference or as a whole page or some 

limits. This reduces overhead in terms of repetitive entities of IDMS and getting limited 

information. This should solve the problem of displaying any values of entities in the IDMS 

rather than managed entity, because it is easy to manage entities of IDMS if it simply help to 

extract entities values based on some criteria, like distinguish name, ID, phone number etc. 

 

Validation Checking Management: Module which provides admin interfaces by which admin 

the can manage users in terms of revalidating users that have expired/deleted from IDMS. It 

creates notification and sends the details (Scheduling, date, time etc) to the same project name/ 

group. 

 

These are few suggestions and recommendations for improvement of existing IDMS under the 

definition of Identity and Access Management (IAM). Now we can look our other definition which 

is Managed Identity Services (MIS), which has great focus on Single Sign On (SSO), Provisioning 

and Directory Management: 
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SSO: Our IDMS supports synchronized users account management services with OpenStack, 

but it doesn’t provide identity federation through OpenStack. IDMS is designed while keeping the 

definition of IAM, where we focus to the standards, interoperability, user types, and security. As 

per OpenStack community in the coming days, they will bring federation access services in 

OpenStack, using middleware (pipeline to Keystone) with  two components as  “Discovery” and 

“Credentials Validation” (OpenStack V1.11, V0.93, 2012). So, there would be possibility of 

integration of our SCIM schema based IDMS with OpenStack cloud platform for federation 

services. 

 

Provisioning Management: If organization has multiple roles and they want to manage their 

roles and policy according to them, then how OpenStack will deal with only two roles they have. If 

an enterprise wants to implement their own polices, then roles will increase with the complexity of 

the system.  Is we need to consider all roles by enterprises with just two roles of OpenStack, how 

the consistency of policy will be maintained in a cloud platform for all levels as SaaS, PaaS or 

IaaS. Is any customization module will require/provide by OpenStack in future. There should be 

some way for handling such problem “Integrity of policies and roles” under provisioning managed 

internally as enterprise and externally as cloud platform. 

 

Directory Integration and Management: As per enterprises requirement, our IDMS offers Active 

Directory services which can be accessed through LDAP, which is simpler implementation of 

directory services for enterprises. So, it would be easier to use hierarchical tree structure for entities 

of IDMS. So, through this it would be easy to perform searching, adding, deleting or modifying 

directory information. Also there is possibility of LDAP integration with OpenStack platform. 

We would suggest LDAP v3 for integration, because of capabilities TLS to encrypt 

communications or LDAP over SSL using TCP: 636 port. 

 

Identity on Infrastructure as a  Service (IaaS): There is key challenge to use digital 

identity with IaaS is that about privileged management, access to virtual machines. How to link 

virtual machines authenticity with user identity. Some of the other key questions that a r e  still not 

solved, if the two nodes running on the same VM, then how to do accurately monitoring of their 

process. 

 

Considering of these key issues and features as future research and recommendations would 

definite make this systems more secure. 

 

7.4 Practical Implications 

 

Today cloud market is growing very rapidly across the globe. Every enterprises is making efforts 

to solve either business or IT solutions through cloud computing. Major players are making an 

effort to use OpenStack cloud platform for cloud services, such as HP and IBM, for offering 
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customers cost effective services. Enterprises, customers or users demanding more about secure 

IDMS through which they can navigate their own services as per user type and manage their 

services. Governing cloud services includes from registration at IDMS system, authentication and 

use of cloud services at OpenStack platform. Global schema, easier authentication process and use 

of cloud services motivate financial enterprises to dig more into. Although design is not totally 

serve the purpose of special use case, due to requirement of more customized interface and 

considering more of security architecture, but at the same time it is good platform or start-up for 

any enterprises as “prototype”, due to management of different user types and based on users 

types managing cloud services and other functionality at secure IDMS. 

 

IDMS design artifact solved the thesis problem considering the strict balance between complexity, 

simplicity and utility to user management, provisioning and identity related information with 

OpenStack cloud services. This offers simplified cloud integration with global schema  of  SCIM. 

Due to some of constraints that still need to be solved for SCIM and OpenStack, that’s why real 

world and very close solutions will obey during the changes as maintenance, deployment and 

enhancement of services as per future requirements for services in a cloud environment. 

 

7.5 Conclusions 

This research project reflects integration knowledge of two systems, that is OpenStack and our  

secure  IDMS,  which  offers basic,  standard  and  generic  building  blocks  of an identity 

management system. This research is based on the fundamental concepts that bring current 

diversified information “Research information” and offers new knowledge/paradigm, methods, 

technologies and management to our information and security society. Many research activities 

explained and results all the necessity properties and fundamentals of IDMS solution, but making 

are such generic and secure IDMS for enterprises requires adoption of enhancement in designing 

“constrains at own SCIM schema and OpenStack” and security consideration is required. 
 

Based on the qualitative analysis through the literature reviews, our secure IDMS design solved and 

meets most of the current cloud identity challenges and requirements with principles of identity 

management. The solution brings the support of different user types for cloud platform services.  

Identifiers created in IDMS “locally” and OpenStack “globally” are managed and synchronized 

at IDMS side. User attributes are protected, because IDMS shares limited attributes to OpenStack 

for registering, accessing the services at cloud platform. This makes storing of the credentials well 

protected and reduce the risk of exposure or loss of sensitivity users data or attributes in a cloud. 

Beside this, IDMS also provides own well-defined Application Programming Interfaces (API), 

which integrates with Authorization system also. Finally, our system supports identity services for 

creating, storing, managing and accessing the services on cloud platform.  

 

Evaluation of our design concentrates on SCIM schema solutions that offers easy way of 

provisioning  and  identity  management  in  cloud  environment,  where  as  security  and  cloud 
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services as using both IDMS client, PIV authorization system, and OpenStack platform. Current 

practices show that integrations possible between OpenStack cloud platform and IDMS (SCIM) 

schema for cloud services. IDMS supports Active Directory using LDAP, which will provide 

reliable source of registration data to both our systems, i.e. PIV Authorization System and 

OpenStack, which will provide fine grained access control, based in cloud computing environment. 
 

Some questions cannot be solved yet due to current development process and contradictions at 

SCIM. As per SCIM schema, who will provide customized interfaces to an enterprises as per 

requirement, who will bear the cost?, How to maintain consistency of enterprises policy in cloud  

environment?  If it would possible to integrate enterprise based policy, then how enterprises will 

deal with regulations for cloud environment? If there is general security policy, then should we 

have any cloud specific compliance with standards and regulations to manage identities in a cloud. 

For instance, Basel II, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), Gramm Leach Billey act (GLBA), Payment Card 

Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), Health Insurance Privacy and Accountability Act 

(HIPPA). How to find “identity data” needs to cover by compliance and defining the specific 

security policy? There are many key issues that need to focus on this structure/schema before come 

into production environment. Moreover, we don’t have any economics model, which is very 

important consideration for selection of security parameters in a cloud. We need model based on 

the concept of socio-technical. What economic model for IDMS system based on which we can 

decide how much to pay to use of IDMS in cloud? 
 

Least but not last, this is not a finite solution, but this is a design of secure IDMS, which contains 

all current properties, challenges, principles and guidelines. Which provides the basic building 

block for the motivation to enterprises to come up with cloud environment for cloud services and 

offers the directional information for future researchers in this context. 
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Appendix A 
 

 

Detailed Interfaces of Secure IDMS  
Welcome Page: 

 

User Object: 

Register: 

Basic Attribute Registration: 
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Registration Successful 

 

 

 

Extended User register 
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Enterprise registration: 
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List User’s 
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Update Operation 

 

 

Basic Update 
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Extended Update 

 

Enterprise Update 
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Delete Operation 
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Extended Delete 

 

 

Enterprise Deletion: 
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Enterprise Object 

Basic Registration 

 

Extended Registration 
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Cloud Platform Object 

 

 

 

User’s Object in the OpenStack Dashboard 

OpenStack User Registration 
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OpenStack List User’s 

 

 

 

 

OpenStack Delete 
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Database Output 

 

 

 

List Users of Secure IDMS in the Authorization System Interface 
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Appendix B 
 

 

Sample of Coding for “Identifiers” of Secure IDMS 

 
package utilities; 

import java.util.Random; 

public class CustomUtil { 

 /*** 

  * Get Auto generated ID for User and Enterprise 

  */ 

 public static int getAutoGeneratedId(final int idType) { 

  Random randomNumber = new Random(System.currentTimeMillis()); 

  int id = 0; 

  switch (idType) { 

  case 1: 

   id = getAutoGeneratedUserId(randomNumber); 

   break; 

  case 2: 

   id = getAutoGeneratedEnterpriseId(randomNumber); 

   break; 

  default: 

   break; 

  } 

 

  return id; 

 } 

 

 /*** 

  * Get ID for User 

  *  

  * @param randomNumer 

  * @return 

  */ 

 private static int getAutoGeneratedUserId(final Random randomNumer) { 

  int userId = 1000000000 + randomNumer.nextInt(2000000000); 

  while(userId < 1000000000){ 

   userId = 1000000000 + randomNumer.nextInt(2000000000); 

  } 

  return userId; 
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 } 

 

 /*** 

  * Get ID for enterprise 

  *  

  * @param randomNumer 

  * @return 

  */ 

 private static int getAutoGeneratedEnterpriseId(final Random randomNumer) { 

  int enterpriseId = 10000000 + randomNumer.nextInt(20000000); 

  while(enterpriseId < 10000000){ 

   enterpriseId = 10000000 + randomNumer.nextInt(20000000); 

  } 

  return enterpriseId; 

 } 

 

} 

 

Details sample of coding for IDMS and OpenStack Integration 

 

import com.sun.xml.internal.ws.encoding.ContentTypeImpl; 

import org.wiztools.restclient.ServiceLocator; 

import org.wiztools.restclient.bean.*; 

import org.wiztools.restclient.View; 

import org.json.simple.JSONArray; 

import org.json.simple.JSONObject; 

import org.json.simple.parser.JSONParser; 

import org.json.simple.parser.ParseException;  

 

final String username = user.getLoginUserName(); 

final String password = user.getLoginPassword(); 

final String email = user.getEmail(); 

RequestBean requestBean = new RequestBean(); 

try { 

   requestBean.setUrl(new 

java.net.URL("http://130.237.215.214:35357/v2.0/tokens/")); 

  } catch (MalformedURLException e) { 

   // TODO Auto-generated catch block 

   e.printStackTrace(); 

  } 
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        try { 

     requestBean.setMethod(HTTPMethod.POST); 

        requestBean.addHeader("Content-Type", "application/json"); 

        requestBean.addHeader("X-Auth-Token", "012345SECRET99TOKEN012345"); 

        ReqEntityString reqEntity = new ReqEntityString() { 

            public Object clone() { 

                return null; 

            } 

            public String getBody() { 

                return "{\"auth\":{\"tenantName\":\"OpenStackDemo\", 

\"passwordCredentials\":{\"username\":\"adminUser\", \"password\": \"secretword\"}}}"; 

            } 

 

            public ContentType getContentType() { 

                return null; 

            } 

 

            public String getContentTypeCharsetFormatted() { 

                return "UTF-8"; 

            } 

        }; 

 

        requestBean.setBody(reqEntity); 

     // Optional: assign implementation to interface: 

     Request request = requestBean; 

 

        AtomicReference<View> view = new AtomicReference<View>(new View() { 

            @Override 

            public void doStart(Request request) { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doResponse(Response response) { 

                try { 

                    if (response.getStatusCode() != 200) { 

                        System.out.println("Open Stack Not Success For Getting Admin URL"); 

                        OpenStackWebServiceRes = -1; 

                        return; 

                    } 
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                    String responseStr = new String(response.getResponseBody(), "UTF-8"); 

                    JSONParser parser = new JSONParser(); 

                    Object obj = parser.parse(responseStr); 

                    JSONObject jsonObject = (JSONObject) obj; 

                    JSONObject access = (JSONObject) jsonObject.get("access"); 

                    JSONObject keystone_token = (JSONObject) access.get("token"); 

                    JSONObject keystone_user = (JSONObject) access.get("user"); 

                    JSONObject keyten_id = (JSONObject) keystone_token.get("tenant"); 

                    user_id = (String) keystone_user.get("id"); 

                    ten_id = (String) keyten_id.get("id"); 

                    JSONObject keystone_url = (JSONObject)(((JSONArray) 

access.get("serviceCatalog")).toArray())[5]; 

                    JSONObject keystone_url_obj = (JSONObject)(((JSONArray) 

keystone_url.get("endpoints")).toArray())[0]; 

 

                    key_admin_url = (String) keystone_url_obj.get("adminURL"); 

                    key_pub_url = (String) keystone_url_obj.get("publicURL"); 

                    keystone_user_id = (String) keystone_url_obj.get("id"); 

                } catch (ParseException e1) { 

                    e1.printStackTrace();  //To change body of catch statement use File | Settings | File 

Templates. 

                } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e2) { 

                    e2.printStackTrace();  //To change body of catch statement use File | Settings | File 

Templates. 

                } 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doCancelled() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doEnd() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doError(final String error) { 

                System.err.println(error); 

            } 
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        }); 

 

        RequestExecuter executer = ServiceLocator.getInstance(RequestExecuter.class); 

        executer.execute(request, view.get()); 

 

################## 

# Get the user list 

################# 

 

        requestBean = new RequestBean(); 

        try { 

            requestBean.setUrl(new java.net.URL(key_admin_url + "/users")); 

        } catch (MalformedURLException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        requestBean.setMethod(HTTPMethod.GET); 

        requestBean.addHeader("Content-Type", "application/json"); 

        requestBean.addHeader("X-Auth-Token", "012345SECRET99TOKEN012345"); 

        reqEntity = new ReqEntityString() { 

            public Object clone() { 

                return null; 

            } 

 

            public String getBody() { 

                return ""; 

            } 

 

            public ContentType getContentType() { 

                return null; 

            } 

 

            public String getContentTypeCharsetFormatted() { 

                return "UTF-8"; 

            } 

        }; 

 

        requestBean.setBody(reqEntity); 

        // Optional: assign implementation to interface: 

        request = requestBean; 

 

        view = new AtomicReference<View>(new View() { 
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            @Override 

            public void doStart(Request request) { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doResponse(Response response) { 

                try { 

                    if (response.getStatusCode() != 200) { 

                        OpenStackWebServiceRes = -1; 

                        return; 

                    } 

                    String responseStr = new String(response.getResponseBody(), "UTF-8"); 

                    JSONParser parser = new JSONParser(); 

                    Object obj = parser.parse(responseStr); 

                    JSONObject jsonObject = (JSONObject) obj; 

                    JSONArray userArray = (JSONArray) jsonObject.get("users"); 

                    for (int i=0; i<userArray.toArray().length;i++) { 

                        for (int j=0; j<list.size(); j++) { 

                            if 

((list.get(j).getLoginUserName()).equals(((JSONObject)userArray.toArray()[i]).get("name"))) { 

                                

list.get(j).setOpenStackId(((JSONObject)userArray.toArray()[i]).get("id").toString()); 

                            } 

                        } 

 

                    } 

                } catch (ParseException e1) { 

                    e1.printStackTrace();  //To change body of catch statement use File | Settings | File 

Templates. 

                } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e2) { 

                    e2.printStackTrace();  //To change body of catch statement use File | Settings | File 

Templates. 

                } 

                System.out.println(list.size()); 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doCancelled() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 
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            @Override 

            public void doEnd() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doError(final String error) { 

                System.err.println(error); 

            } 

        }); 

 

        executer = ServiceLocator.getInstance(RequestExecuter.class); 

        executer.execute(request, view.get()); 

 

################################################## 

#Create user 

################################################# 

 

        requestBean = new RequestBean(); 

        try { 

            requestBean.setUrl(new java.net.URL(key_admin_url + "/users")); 

        } catch (MalformedURLException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        requestBean.setMethod(HTTPMethod.POST); 

        requestBean.addHeader("Content-Type", "application/json"); 

        requestBean.addHeader("X-Auth-Token", "012345SECRET99TOKEN012345"); 

        reqEntity = new ReqEntityString() { 

            public Object clone() { 

                return null; 

            } 

            public String getBody() { 

                return "{\"user\":{\"name\":\"" + username + "\", \"email\":\"" + email + 

"\",\"enabled\":\"True\",\"password\":\"" + password + "\",\"tenant-id\":\"" + ten_id + "\"}}"; 

            } 

 

            public ContentType getContentType() { 

                return null; 

            } 
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            public String getContentTypeCharsetFormatted() { 

                return "UTF-8"; 

            } 

        }; 

 

        requestBean.setBody(reqEntity); 

        // Optional: assign implementation to interface: 

        request = requestBean; 

 

        view = new AtomicReference<View>(new View() { 

            @Override 

            public void doStart(Request request) { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doResponse(Response response) { 

                try { 

                    if (response.getStatusCode() != 200) { 

                        OpenStackWebServiceRes = -1; 

                        return; 

                    } 

                    String responseStr = new String(response.getResponseBody(), "UTF-8"); 

                    JSONParser parser = new JSONParser(); 

                    Object obj = parser.parse(responseStr); 

                    JSONObject jsonObject = (JSONObject) obj; 

                    JSONObject userObj = (JSONObject) jsonObject.get("user"); 

                    externalId = (String) userObj.get("id"); 

                } catch (ParseException e1) { 

                    e1.printStackTrace();  //To change body of catch statement use File | Settings | File 

Templates. 

                } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException e2) { 

                    e2.printStackTrace();  //To change body of catch statement use File | Settings | File 

Templates. 

                } 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doCancelled() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 
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            @Override 

            public void doEnd() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doError(final String error) { 

                System.err.println(error); 

            } 

        }); 

 

        executer = ServiceLocator.getInstance(RequestExecuter.class); 

        executer.execute(request, view.get()); 

 

################################################## 

#update user 

################################################# 

 

        requestBean = new RequestBean(); 

        try { 

            requestBean.setUrl(new java.net.URL(key_admin_url + "/users")); 

        } catch (MalformedURLException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        requestBean.setMethod(HTTPMethod.GET); 

        requestBean.addHeader("Content-Type", "application/json"); 

        requestBean.addHeader("X-Auth-Token", "012345SECRET99TOKEN012345"); 

        reqEntity = new ReqEntityString() { 

            public Object clone() { 

                return null; 

            } 

 

            public String getBody() { 

                return "{\"user\":{\"id\":\"" + OpenStackId + "\",\"tenan-id\":\"" + ten_id + 

"\",\"role\":\"member\",\"user\":\"" + username + "\"}}"; 

            } 

 

            public ContentType getContentType() { 

                return null; 

            } 
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            public String getContentTypeCharsetFormatted() { 

                return "UTF-8"; 

            } 

        }; 

 

        requestBean.setBody(reqEntity); 

        // Optional: assign implementation to interface: 

        request = requestBean; 

 

        view = new AtomicReference<View>(new View() { 

            @Override 

            public void doStart(Request request) { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doResponse(Response response) { 

                    if (response.getStatusCode() != 200) { 

                        OpenStackWebServiceRes = -1; 

                        System.out.println("Can not update in OpenStack"); 

                        return; 

                    } 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doCancelled() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doEnd() { 

                // do nothing! 

            } 

 

            @Override 

            public void doError(final String error) { 

                System.err.println(error); 

            } 

        }); 
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        executer = ServiceLocator.getInstance(RequestExecuter.class); 

        executer.execute(request, view.get()); 

 

Sample of coding for Secure IDMS and Authorization System Integration to List 

Users 

  

*     */ package beans; 

/*     */  

/*     */ import entities.User; 

/*     */ import entities.UserId; 

/*     */ import entities.UserRole; 

/*     */ import java.io.BufferedReader; 

/*     */ import java.io.DataOutputStream; 

/*     */ import java.io.IOException; 

/*     */ import java.io.InputStreamReader; 

/*     */ import java.io.PrintStream; 

/*     */ import java.io.Serializable; 

/*     */ import java.io.UnsupportedEncodingException; 

/*     */ import java.net.HttpURLConnection; 

/*     */ import java.net.MalformedURLException; 

/*     */ import java.net.URL; 

/*     */ import java.util.ArrayList; 

/*     */ import java.util.HashMap; 

/*     */ import java.util.Iterator; 

/*     */ import java.util.List; 

/*     */ import java.util.Map; 

/*     */ import java.util.Map.Entry; 

/*     */ import java.util.Set; 

/*     */ import java.util.logging.Level; 

/*     */ import java.util.logging.Logger; 

/*     */ import javax.faces.bean.ManagedBean; 

/*     */ import javax.faces.bean.SessionScoped; 

/*     */ import model.EnterpriseUser; 

import model.SingleUser; 

import model.UserMultiValue; 

import net.sf.json.JSONArray; 

/*     */ import net.sf.json.JSONObject; 

import utilities.MySQLAccess; 

 

/*     */   } 

/*     */  

/*     */   public List<User> getUsers() 

/*     */   { 

/* 133 */ 

                this.users.clear(); 

/*     */     try 

/*     */     { 
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//  

                List allUsers = mySQLAccess.getAllUsers(); 

                for(Object u : allUsers){ 

                    User user = new User(); 

                    if(u instanceof SingleUser){ 

                        SingleUser u1 = (SingleUser)u; 

                        user.setFirstName(u1.getFirstName()); 

                        user.setMiddleName(u1.getMiddleName()); 

                        user.setLastName(u1.getLastName()); 

                        user.setPrefix(u1.getPrefix()); 

                        user.setSuffix(u1.getSuffix()); 

                        user.setDisplayName(u1.getDisplayName()); 

                        user.setNickName(u1.getNickName()); 

                        user.setProfileUrl(u1.getProfileUrl()); 

                        user.setTitle(u1.getTitle()); 

                        user.setUserType(u1.getUserType()); 

                        user.setPreferedLagnuage(u1.getPreferdLanguage()); 

                        user.setLocation(u1.getLocation()); 

                        user.setTimeZone(u1.getTimeZone()); 

                        user.setLoginUserName(u1.getLoginUserName()); 

                        user.setLoginPassword(u1.getLoginPassword()); 

                        user.setAdminType(u1.getAdminType()); 

                        user.setPrimaryEmail(u1.getEmail()); 

                        user.setOpenStackId(u1.getOpenStackId()); 

                        UserId userId = new UserId(); 

                        userId.setLoginUserName(u1.getLoginUserName()); 

                        try{ 

                            userId.setUserId(Integer.parseInt(u1.getUserId())); 

                        }catch (NumberFormatException e){} 

                        user.setId(userId); 

 

                    }else if(u instanceof EnterpriseUser){ 

                        EnterpriseUser u1 = (EnterpriseUser)u; 

                        user.setEmpNo(u1.getEmpNumber()); 

                        user.setOrganization(u1.getOrganization()); 

                        user.setDivision(u1.getDivision()); 

                        user.setDepartment(u1.getDepartment()); 

                        user.setManagerId(u1.getManagerId()); 

                        user.setDisplayName(u1.getDisplayName()); 

                        user.setLoginUserName(u1.getUserName()); 

                        user.setUserType("Enterprise"); 

                        UserId userId = new UserId(); 

                        userId.setLoginUserName(u1.getUserName()); 

                        try{ 

                            userId.setUserId(Integer.parseInt(u1.getUserId())); 

                        }catch (NumberFormatException e){} 

                        user.setId(userId); 
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                    }else if(u instanceof UserMultiValue){ 

                        UserMultiValue u1 = (UserMultiValue)u; 

                        user.setPrimaryEmail(u1.getPrimaryEmail()); 

                        user.setPrimaryEmailType(u1.getPrimaryEmailType()); 

                        user.setSecondaryEmail(u1.getSecondaryEmail()); 

                        user.setSecondaryEmailType(u1.getSecondaryEmailType()); 

                        try{ 

                            user.setPhoneNumber(Long.parseLong(u1.getPhoneNumber())); 

                        }catch(NumberFormatException e){} 

                        user.setPhoneNumberType(u1.getNumberType()); 

                        user.setImsuserName(u1.getImsUserName()); 

                        user.setImstype(u1.getImsType()); 

                        user.setPhotoUrl(u1.getPhotoURL()); 

                        user.setImageSize(u1.getImageSize()); 

                        user.setImageType(u1.getImageType()); 

                        user.setAddress1(u1.getAddress1()); 

                        user.setAddress2(u1.getAddress2()); 

                        user.setState(u1.getState()); 

                        user.setCity(u1.getCity()); 

                        user.setCountry(u1.getCountry()); 

                        try{ 

                            user.setZip(Long.parseLong(u1.getPostalCode())); 

                        }catch(NumberFormatException e){} 

                        UserId userId = new UserId(); 

                        userId.setLoginUserName(u1.getUserName()); 

                        try{ 

                            userId.setUserId(Integer.parseInt(u1.getUserId())); 

                        }catch (NumberFormatException e){} 

                        user.setId(userId); 

 

                    }else{ 

                        continue; 

                    } 

 

                    this.users.add(user); 

                } 

///* 136 */       setUsers(this.userDAO.list()); 

/*     */  

/* 145 */       return this.users; 

/*     */     } 

/*     */     catch (Exception ex) 

/*     */     { 

/* 141 */       Logger.getLogger(UserBean.class.getName()).log(Level.SEVERE, null, ex); 

/*     */  

///* 145 */       return this.users; 

/*     */     } 

/*     */     finally 

/*     */     { 
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///* 144 */       DAO.close(); 

/* 145 */     } 

            return this.users; 

/*     */   } 

 

/*     */  

/*     */   public void setUsers(List<User> users) 

/*     */   { 

/* 151 */     this.users = users; 

/*     */   } 

/*     */  

/*     */   public String[] getCloudUserSelections() { 

/* 155 */     return this.cloudUserSelections; 

/*     */   } 

/*     */  

/*     */   public void setCloudUserSelections(String[] cloudUserSelections) { 

/* 159 */     this.cloudUserSelections = cloudUserSelections; 

/*     */   } 

/*     */  

/*     */   public String userHomePage() 

/*     */   { 

/* 164 */     clearUserValues(); 

/*     */  

/* 166 */     return "UserHome1.xhtml"; 

/*     */   } 

/*     */  

/*     */   public String directUserDataPage() 

/*     */   { 

/* 673 */     return "UserDataTable1.xhtml"; 

/*     */   } 

/*     */ } 

 

/* Location:           D:\projects\api\Authorization\Authorization\WEB-INF\classes\ 

 * Qualified Name:     beans.UserBean 

 * JD-Core Version:    0.6.2 

 */ 
 

The WSDL file for the User Object Web Services Interface 

 

User Basic Form 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://user.idn" 

xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap" xmlns:impl="http://user.idn" 

xmlns:intf="http://user.idn" xmlns:tns1="http://model" 
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xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/" 

xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" 

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

<!--WSDL created by Apache Axis version: 1.4 

Built on Apr 22, 2012 (06:55:48 PDT)--> 

 <wsdl:types> 

  <schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://user.idn" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

   <import namespace="http://model"/> 

   <element name="getUsers"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="uname" type="xsd:string"/> 

      <element name="uid" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="getUsersResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="getUsersReturn" type="tns1:SingleUser"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="deleteSingleUser"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="uanme" type="xsd:string"/> 

      <element name="userId" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="deleteSingleUserResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="deleteSingleUserReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="updateSingleUser"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="user" type="tns1:SingleUser"/> 

      <element name="uname" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="updateSingleUserResponse"> 
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    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="updateSingleUserReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="createSingleUser"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="user" type="tns1:SingleUser"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="createSingleUserResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="createSingleUserReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

  </schema> 

  <schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://model" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

   <complexType name="SingleUser"> 

    <sequence> 

     <element name="adminType" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="confirmPassword" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="displayName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="firstName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="lastName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="location" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="loginPassword" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="loginUserName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="middleName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="nickName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="preferdLanguage" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="prefix" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="profileUrl" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="suffix" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="timeZone" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="title" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="userId" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="userType" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

    </sequence> 

   </complexType> 

  </schema> 

 </wsdl:types> 
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   <wsdl:message name="createSingleUserRequest"> 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:createSingleUser" name="parameters"> 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="getUsersRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:getUsers" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="updateSingleUserRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:updateSingleUser" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="updateSingleUserResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:updateSingleUserResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="deleteSingleUserResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:deleteSingleUserResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="deleteSingleUserRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:deleteSingleUser" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="getUsersResponse"> 
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      <wsdl:part element="impl:getUsersResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="createSingleUserResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:createSingleUserResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:portType name="UserServiceImpl"> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="getUsers"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:getUsersRequest" name="getUsersRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:getUsersResponse" name="getUsersResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="deleteSingleUser"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:deleteSingleUserRequest" name="deleteSingleUserRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:deleteSingleUserResponse" 

name="deleteSingleUserResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="updateSingleUser"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:updateSingleUserRequest" name="updateSingleUserRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 
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         <wsdl:output message="impl:updateSingleUserResponse" 

name="updateSingleUserResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="createSingleUser"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:createSingleUserRequest" name="createSingleUserRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:createSingleUserResponse" 

name="createSingleUserResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

   </wsdl:portType> 

 

   <wsdl:binding name="UserServiceImplSoapBinding" type="impl:UserServiceImpl"> 

 

      <wsdlsoap:binding style="document" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="getUsers"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="getUsersRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="getUsersResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="deleteSingleUser"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 
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         <wsdl:input name="deleteSingleUserRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="deleteSingleUserResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="updateSingleUser"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="updateSingleUserRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="updateSingleUserResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="createSingleUser"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="createSingleUserRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="createSingleUserResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 
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      </wsdl:operation> 

 

   </wsdl:binding> 

 

   <wsdl:service name="UserServiceImplService"> 

 

      <wsdl:port binding="impl:UserServiceImplSoapBinding" name="UserServiceImpl"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:address location="http://localhost:8080/IdnApi/services/UserServiceImpl"/> 

 

      </wsdl:port> 

 

   </wsdl:service> 

 

</wsdl:definitions> 

 

 

User Extended Form 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://user.idn" 

xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap" xmlns:impl="http://user.idn" 

xmlns:intf="http://user.idn" xmlns:tns1="http://model" 

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/" 

xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" 

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

<!--WSDL created by Apache Axis version: 1.4 

Built on Apr 22, 2012 (06:55:48 PDT)--> 

 <wsdl:types> 

  <schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://user.idn" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

   <import namespace="http://model"/> 

   <element name="createUserMultiValue"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="user" type="tns1:UserMultiValue"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="createUserMultiValueResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="createUserMultiValueReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 
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   <element name="updateUserMultiValue"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="user" type="tns1:UserMultiValue"/> 

      <element name="uname" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="updateUserMultiValueResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="updateUserMultiValueReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="deleteUserMultiValue"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="uanme" type="xsd:string"/> 

      <element name="userId" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="deleteUserMultiValueResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="deleteUserMultiValueReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="getUserMultiValue"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="uname" type="xsd:string"/> 

      <element name="uid" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="getUserMultiValueResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="getUserMultiValueReturn" type="tns1:UserMultiValue"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

  </schema> 
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  <schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://model" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

   <complexType name="UserMultiValue"> 

    <sequence> 

     <element name="address1" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="address2" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="city" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="country" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="imageSize" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="imageType" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="imsType" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="imsUserName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="multiValueId" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="numberType" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="phoneNumber" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="photoURL" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="postalCode" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="primaryEmail" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="primaryEmailType" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="secondaryEmail" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="secondaryEmailType" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="state" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="userId" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="userName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

    </sequence> 

   </complexType> 

  </schema> 

 </wsdl:types> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="updateUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:updateUserMultiValue" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="deleteUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:deleteUserMultiValueResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="createUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:createUserMultiValue" name="parameters"> 
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      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="getUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:getUserMultiValue" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="updateUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:updateUserMultiValueResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="createUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:createUserMultiValueResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="getUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:getUserMultiValueResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="deleteUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:deleteUserMultiValue" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:portType name="UserMultiValueServiceImpl"> 
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      <wsdl:operation name="createUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:createUserMultiValueRequest" 

name="createUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:createUserMultiValueResponse" 

name="createUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="updateUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:updateUserMultiValueRequest" 

name="updateUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:updateUserMultiValueResponse" 

name="updateUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="deleteUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:deleteUserMultiValueRequest" 

name="deleteUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:deleteUserMultiValueResponse" 

name="deleteUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="getUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:getUserMultiValueRequest" 

name="getUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 
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         <wsdl:output message="impl:getUserMultiValueResponse" 

name="getUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

   </wsdl:portType> 

 

   <wsdl:binding name="UserMultiValueServiceImplSoapBinding" 

type="impl:UserMultiValueServiceImpl"> 

 

      <wsdlsoap:binding style="document" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="createUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="createUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="createUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="updateUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="updateUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="updateUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 
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         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="deleteUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="deleteUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="deleteUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="getUserMultiValue"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="getUserMultiValueRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="getUserMultiValueResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

   </wsdl:binding> 

 

   <wsdl:service name="UserMultiValueServiceImplService"> 

 

      <wsdl:port binding="impl:UserMultiValueServiceImplSoapBinding" 

name="UserMultiValueServiceImpl"> 
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         <wsdlsoap:address 

location="http://localhost:8080/IdnApi/services/UserMultiValueServiceImpl"/> 

 

      </wsdl:port> 

 

   </wsdl:service> 

 

</wsdl:definitions> 

 

Enterprise User Form 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<wsdl:definitions targetNamespace="http://user.idn" 

xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap" xmlns:impl="http://user.idn" 

xmlns:intf="http://user.idn" xmlns:tns1="http://model" 

xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/" 

xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/" 

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

<!--WSDL created by Apache Axis version: 1.4 

Built on Apr 22, 2012 (06:55:48 PDT)--> 

 <wsdl:types> 

  <schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://user.idn" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

   <import namespace="http://model"/> 

   <element name="createEnterpriseUser"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="user" type="tns1:EnterpriseUser"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="createEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="createEnterpriseUserReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="updateEnterpriseUser"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="user" type="tns1:EnterpriseUser"/> 

      <element name="uname" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 
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   <element name="updateEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="updateEnterpriseUserReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="deleteEnterpriseUser"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="uanme" type="xsd:string"/> 

      <element name="userId" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="deleteEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="deleteEnterpriseUserReturn" type="xsd:int"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="getEnterpriseUser"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="uname" type="xsd:string"/> 

      <element name="uid" type="xsd:string"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

   <element name="getEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

    <complexType> 

     <sequence> 

      <element name="getEnterpriseUserReturn" type="tns1:EnterpriseUser"/> 

     </sequence> 

    </complexType> 

   </element> 

  </schema> 

  <schema elementFormDefault="qualified" targetNamespace="http://model" 

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

   <complexType name="EnterpriseUser"> 

    <sequence> 

     <element name="costCenter" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="department" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="displayName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="division" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="empNumber" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="enterpriseUserId" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 
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     <element name="managerId" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="organization" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="userId" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

     <element name="userName" nillable="true" type="xsd:string"/> 

    </sequence> 

   </complexType> 

  </schema> 

 </wsdl:types> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="deleteEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:deleteEnterpriseUser" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="updateEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:updateEnterpriseUserResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="getEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:getEnterpriseUserResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="getEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:getEnterpriseUser" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="deleteEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:deleteEnterpriseUserResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 
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   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="createEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:createEnterpriseUserResponse" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="createEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:createEnterpriseUser" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:message name="updateEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

      <wsdl:part element="impl:updateEnterpriseUser" name="parameters"> 

 

      </wsdl:part> 

 

   </wsdl:message> 

 

   <wsdl:portType name="EnterpriseUserServiceImpl"> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="createEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:createEnterpriseUserRequest" 

name="createEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:createEnterpriseUserResponse" 

name="createEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="updateEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:updateEnterpriseUserRequest" 

name="updateEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 
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         <wsdl:output message="impl:updateEnterpriseUserResponse" 

name="updateEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="deleteEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:deleteEnterpriseUserRequest" 

name="deleteEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:deleteEnterpriseUserResponse" 

name="deleteEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="getEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdl:input message="impl:getEnterpriseUserRequest" name="getEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

       </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output message="impl:getEnterpriseUserResponse" 

name="getEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

       </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

   </wsdl:portType> 

 

   <wsdl:binding name="EnterpriseUserServiceImplSoapBinding" 

type="impl:EnterpriseUserServiceImpl"> 

 

      <wsdlsoap:binding style="document" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="createEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="createEnterpriseUserRequest"> 
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            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="createEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="updateEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="updateEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="updateEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

      <wsdl:operation name="deleteEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="deleteEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="deleteEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 
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      <wsdl:operation name="getEnterpriseUser"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/> 

 

         <wsdl:input name="getEnterpriseUserRequest"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:input> 

 

         <wsdl:output name="getEnterpriseUserResponse"> 

 

            <wsdlsoap:body use="literal"/> 

 

         </wsdl:output> 

 

      </wsdl:operation> 

 

   </wsdl:binding> 

 

   <wsdl:service name="EnterpriseUserServiceImplService"> 

 

      <wsdl:port binding="impl:EnterpriseUserServiceImplSoapBinding" 

name="EnterpriseUserServiceImpl"> 

 

         <wsdlsoap:address 

location="http://localhost:8080/IdnApi/services/EnterpriseUserServiceImpl"/> 

 

      </wsdl:port> 

 

   </wsdl:service> 

 

</wsdl:definitions> 


